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Important abbreviations and nomenclature 

Symbol Typical unit Explanation 
ACI abbr. aerosol-cloud interaction 
AOP abbr. aerosol optical property 
ARI abbr. aerosol-radiation interaction 
ATN unitless attenuation of light through filter sample 

α, αabs, αsca unitless Ångström exponent, absorption Ångström exponent, and scat-
tering Ångström exponent 

BC* μg m-3 black carbon 
BrC* μg m-3 brown carbon 
b unitless backscatter fraction 
Cref unitless multiple scattering correction factor 
CCN* cm-3 cloud condensation nuclei 
Dp m particle diameter 
eBC μg m-3 equivalent black carbon 
f(Tr) unitless filter loading correction for PSAP 
k unitless imaginary part of the complex refractive index 
λ nm wavelength 
m unitless complex refractive index 
MAC g m-2 mass absorption cross section 
n unitless real part of the complex refractive index 

NR-PM1* μg m-3 non-refractory particulate matter/mass of particles smaller than 
1 μm in diameter 

OA abbr. organic aerosol 
ω unitless single scattering albedo 
PM abbr. particulate matter 
PM1, PM2.5,  
PM10* 

μg m-3 particulate matter/mass of particles smaller than 1, 2.5, and 10 
μm in diameter 

R(ATN) unitless filter loading correction for AE-31 
RF* W m-2 radiative forcing 
RFE W m-2 radiative forcing efficiency (per unit of aerosol optical depth) 
RH % relative humidity 
SOA* μg m-3 secondary organic aerosol  
σabs, σATN, 
σext, σsca, σbsca 

Mm-1 absorption, attenuation, extinction, scattering and backscattering 
coefficient 

Tr unitless transmission of light through filter 
*The quantities and variables marked with a star are also used as abbreviations in this thesis and 
then they are written in roman and not in cursive.  



Aerosol optical properties, black carbon and their spatio-temporal variation 
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Abstract 
The amount and properties of atmospheric aerosol particles vary both in time and space 
depending on the proximity of the sources, atmospheric chemistry, and meteorological con-
ditions. Atmospheric particulate matter worsens air quality and therefore affects human 
health. Aerosol particles have a notable effect also on the Earth’s climate by scattering and 
absorbing the solar radiation and via aerosol-cloud interactions. The absorbing fraction of 
particles warms the climate, but due to the aerosol-cloud interactions and the greater fraction 
of scattering particles, the total effect of aerosols on the climate is cooling.  

To determine the effect that particles have on the climate, it is crucial to know aerosol optical 
properties (AOPs) that describe the ability of atmospheric aerosol particles to scatter and 
absorb light at different wavelengths. The AOPs are determined by the size distribution, 
chemical composition, shape, and mixing state of the particles. This thesis aims to deepen 
the understanding of the AOPs and their relationships to the aerosol size distribution and 
chemical composition by combining comprehensive measurements of these parameters. The 
measurements were conducted at a rural boreal forest measurement site SMEAR II.  

This thesis also studies the spatial and temporal variation of aerosols, by utilizing long-term 
aerosol measurements from different environments that vary from background sites to urban 
locations. The study of the spatio-temporal variation focuses on the variation in equivalent 
black carbon (eBC), which stands for optically measured black carbon (BC). A majority of 
the aerosol absorption is caused by BC, and therefore it represents the aerosol particles that 
have a warming effect on the climate. Since BC is emitted mainly by anthropogenic activi-
ties as a by-product of incomplete combustion, measurements of eBC give additional infor-
mation on the health effects of aerosol particles since particles emitted from combustion 
sources are more harmful to health than aerosols from other sources. Studying the spatio-
temporal variation in aerosol particles and especially in eBC concentration indicates the 
effect of anthropogenic activities on the aerosol concentration. 

The measurements of the AOPs are rather robust, cheap and easy to run, which is why the 
AOPs are commonly measured properties. However, challenges arise with absorption and 
eBC measurements, which are typically measured by filter-based methods. In optical filter 
measurements, also the filter interacts with the radiation causing nonlinearities and uncer-
tainties in the measurements. In addition to understand better the AOPs and the spatio-tem-
poral variation in the atmospheric particles, this thesis aims to improve the filter-based 
measurements and to understand better the effect of different instruments and filter loading 
correction algorithms on the measured AOPs. 

Keywords: ambient atmospheric aerosol particles, in-situ measurements, light absorption 
and scattering, long-term trends, temporal and spatial variation, filter-based absorption 
measurements 
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1 Introduction 

Atmospheric aerosol particles are ubiquitous in the air surrounding us constantly and eve-
rywhere. Even though we inhale thousands of aerosol particles with every breath, it is easy 
to forget their existence since a majority of these particles are impossible to detect with a 
bare eye due to their very small size. Luckily, we are able to observe atmospheric aerosol 
particles and their properties with instruments that are sharper than our eyes (McMurry, 
2000). This thesis reports measurements of the optical properties of atmospheric aerosol 
particles and studies how these properties vary within space and time. 

Aerosol is defined as a mixture of gas and particles that can be either liquid or solid (Hinds, 
1999). A typical example of aerosol is sprayed paint that has two simple components: the 
carrier gas and the liquid paint droplets. Atmospheric aerosols, however, are very different 
from aerosol sprayed out from a can. In the chaotic atmosphere, the size, concentration, 
chemical composition, and shape of particles are diverse and varying (Jimenez et al., 2009; 
Seinfeld & Pandis, 2016), which is the very opposite for the sprayed aerosol that is well-
defined.  

In the global scale, the biggest research questions in the field of aerosol physics are about 
the impacts of atmospheric aerosol particles on climate and air quality. The effect of partic-
ulate matter (PM) on the air quality is rather straightforward: increase in particulate pollu-
tion has adverse health effects on the human population. It has been estimated that in 2015, 
particulate pollution caused approximately 4.2 million premature deaths globally (Cohen et 
al., 2017). However, not all components of PM are equally harmful and the chemical com-
position affects the health effects of PM (Daellenbach et al., 2020). Whereas the effect of 
PM on the air quality is rather simple, the effect of aerosol particles on the climate and 
radiative forcing (RF) is much more complicated. PM affects the climate several ways: di-
rectly via aerosol-radiation interactions (ARIs; Charlson et al., 1992) and indirectly via aer-
osol-cloud interactions (ACIs; Lohmann & Feichter, 2005).  

The complex ACIs and the versatility of atmospheric aerosols cause large uncertainties in 
predicting the climate effects of aerosols (Myhre et al., 2013). The amount of aerosols and 
their properties depend on the sources and ages of the particles, as well as on the dynamical 
and chemical processes in the atmosphere. Therefore, the properties of atmospheric particles 
vary substantially both in space and time. The variability is both short- and long-term as the 
aerosol loading varies diurnally and seasonally but it also changes in a long time scale as 
the emissions of particles change with anthropogenic activities or variations in the nature.  

To observe both the spatial and temporal variations, measuring the aerosol particles and 
their properties in a long-term basis and in different locations are needed (Asmi et al., 2013; 
Collaud Coen et al., 2013; Laj et al., 2020). Aerosol measurements can be carried out either 
remotely or in-situ, which means that the measurements were carried out in the location of 
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interest from an air sample. Long-term in-situ measurements provide a good temporal cov-
erage, but since one measurement represents just one location, in-situ measurements need 
to be conducted at various locations to reach better spatial coverage.  

To determine the RF related to ARIs, measurements of aerosol optical properties (AOPs) 
are crucial (Haywood & Shine, 1995). AOPs describe the ability of aerosol particles to scat-
ter and absorb light at different wavelengths and they depend on several factors, such as the 
size distribution, chemical composition, shape and mixing state of the particle population. 
In this thesis, the focus is on the in-situ measurements of aerosol scattering and absorption 
(i.e., AOPs). Measuring the scattering properties of aerosols is rather straightforward and 
the measurement uncertainties are already well known (Anderson et al., 1996; Anderson & 
Ogren, 1998). The absorption measurements, however, have turned out to be more chal-
lenging since these measurement typically apply filter-based methods, where the aerosol 
sample is collected in a filter medium (Moosmüller et al., 2009). Since also the filter inter-
acts with the optical measurements, it causes some not-so-well defined uncertainties in the 
absorption measurements (e.g., Collaud Coen et al., 2010).   

Despite the large uncertainties, one of the most interesting variable determined from the 
absorption measurements is the concentration of black carbon (BC), which has an important 
role in both global warming and poor air quality (Highwood & Kinnersley, 2006). BC is 
highly absorbing carbonaceous PM and it is emitted in the atmosphere as a by-product of 
incomplete combustion. Due to its absorbing nature, atmospheric BC has a warming effect 
on the climate. BC affects the climate also if it deposits on snow when it decreases the 
albedo of the snow surface and therefore enhances the melting of snow and ice sheets, which 
again, decreases the albedo of the Earth (Hadley & Kirchstetter, 2012). BC has actually been 
estimated to be the second largest individual anthropogenic warming agent (Ramanathan & 
Carmichael, 2008; Bond et al., 2013; Stocker et al., 2013). BC is also a health hazard since 
BC particles can act as carrier particles for toxic chemicals and inhaled BC particles can 
penetrate deep in the respiratory system and be transported further on to other organs (WHO, 
2012). In general, BC gives additional information on the health effects of PM (Janssen et 
al., 2011) since PM originating from combustion, which BC is a by-product of, is more 
harmful to human health than PM originating from other sources (Krzyżanowski et al., 
2005).  

This thesis presents results on in-situ measurements of AOPs and BC concentration con-
ducted at various environments. The focus is on measurements that were conducted at 
SMEAR II (Hari & Kulmala, 2005), which is a rural measurement site located in middle of 
a boreal forest in southern Finland. SMEAR II has comprehensive measurements on the 
AOPs, size distribution, and chemical composition, which are combined here in order to 
understand better the relationships between the AOPs and other parameters. Comprehensive 
measurements of absorption enabled to study also the challenges related to filter-based ab-
sorption measurements.  
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In addition to SMEAR II, this thesis includes measurements that were conducted in urban 
environments in Helsinki, Finland and in Nanjing, China. Comparing the measurement re-
sults between the different stations shows how the aerosol concentration and properties vary 
from a rural boreal forest to a traffic dominated urban site. Analysis on the long-term time 
series gave insight on the temporal variation in the aerosols. 

In summary, the main aims of this thesis are: 

 to understand better the links between the AOPs, size distribution and chemical compo-
sition and their relation to the sources of the particles (Papers I, III, IV) 

 to quantify the spatial and temporal variations in aerosols and their properties (Papers 
I, III–V) 

 to compare the different filter-based instruments and algorithms that are used to deter-
mine light absorption by aerosol particles (Paper II)  
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2 Atmospheric aerosol particles 

The amount of particles, their size, chemical composition, shape and mixing state vary spa-
tially and temporally. The variation is governed by the sources, atmospheric chemistry, and 
atmospheric dynamical processes (Seinfeld & Pandis, 2016). The abovementioned proper-
ties are important parameters since they determine, for example, the optical properties of 
the particles and their lifetime in the atmosphere. These factors are discussed in this chapter, 
which provides background information about atmospheric aerosol particles and presents 
the commonly used terms in the field of aerosol physics and aerosol optics. 

Particulate matter (PM) is emitted in the atmosphere as primary or secondary particles; pri-
mary particles are already in their particulate form as they are emitted the atmosphere and 
secondary particles are formed in the atmosphere from gaseous pre-cursors. The sources of 
the particle and pre-cursor gases are both natural and anthropogenic (i.e., human related). 
Anthropogenic sources are typically linked to incomplete combustion processes that emit 
primary particles like black carbon (BC) (Paasonen et al., 2016), and pre-cursor gases, such 
as sulfur dioxide (SO2), nitric oxides (NOx), and volatile organic compounds (VOCs). Nat-
ural sources are manifold: wind blows primary dust particles from deserts or raises sea spray 
that generates salt particles; pre-cursor gases are emitted, for example by phytoplankton that 
emits dimethyl sulfide (DMS), and volcanoes that emit SO2. Another example of natural 
sources are forests, where vegetation emits VOCs that participate in new particle formation 
(NPF; Ehn et al., 2014; Kulmala et al., 2013; Kulmala et al., 2004) and secondary organic 
aerosol (SOA) formation. Forest fires are also a notable source for aerosols and they can be 
either natural or anthropogenic. However, the ambient PM cannot be simply classified as 
primary or secondary, or as anthropogenic or natural origin. For example, secondary parti-
cles can be formed by combining pre-cursors gases from anthropogenic and natural sources, 
and  pre-cursor gases can condense on the surface of a primary particle. 

Especially primary particles, such as BC, mineral dust, salt from sea spray or biogenic pol-
len, can have very complex structures. For example, fresh BC particle is an agglomerate of 
several carbon spherules (Adachi et al., 2010), mineral dust and salt particles are crystalloids 
and biogenic particles can have very irregular and uneven surfaces (Li et al., 2020). Still, 
aerosol particles are typically assumed to be spherical since it is easier to apply equations 
and theories for round objects. This is a good assumption for secondary particles and liquid 
droplets. From now on, if not stated otherwise, term particle diameter assumes a diameter 
of a spherical particle.  

The proximity of the sources and atmospheric dynamics determine whether the observed 
aerosol is fresh and locally emitted or aged and transported over long distances. The atmos-
pheric dynamical processes can also dilute the aerosol or rain can scavenge the particles to 
the ground, which affects the amount of observed aerosol particles. The lifetime of particles 
in the atmosphere ranges from several hours to days or even to years, if the particles end up 
in the stratosphere, for example, by a volcano eruption (Deshler, 2008; Wagstrom & Pandis, 
2009). The atmospheric dynamics affect the aerosol concentration on smaller and larger 
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scales. In smaller scale, the wind speed and variation in the boundary layer height has a 
notable role by mixing and diluting the air on a diurnal basis (Teinilä et al., 2019). In syn-
optic scale, the weather system determines whether the meteorological conditions are stag-
nant or if there are the long-range transport patterns or areas for wet removal of the particles. 

Generally, the total amount of aerosols is reported by number concentration (N; i.e., the 
number of particles in a cubic centimeter) or by the particulate mass in a cubic meter of air. 
The particulate mass is typically reported for particles smaller than 1, 2.5, and 10 μm in 
diameter (PM1, PM2.5, PM10). The highest concentrations of aerosol particles are measured 
in tightly packed megacities that are hot spots for bad air quality. For example, in Delhi, 
India, the average N is about 45 000 cm-3 and the mean PM2.5 is about 120 μg m-3 (WHO, 
2016; Gani et al., 2020). On the opposite, low concentrations are observed in areas that lack 
anthropogenic and natural sources. For example, Finnish Arctic sites reported on average N 
less than 1000 cm-3 (Laakso et al., 2003) and a site in Antarctica reported extremely low 
winter time median N as low as 15 cm-3 (Järvinen et al., 2013). 

The sizes of the particles vary over five orders of magnitude as the size range of atmospheric 
aerosol particle diameter is typically defined to be from few nanometers to about 100 μm 
(Seinfeld & Pandis, 2016). The smallest particles are formed from clustered gas molecules.  
The largest particles are typically primary particles, such as pollen or grains of dust. In this 
study, the focus was on particles smaller than 10 μm.  

The atmospheric aerosol size distribution is typically divided into five different modes that 
are formed by different dynamical and chemical processes. The modes are called the cluster 
(1.5 – 3 nm), nucleation (3 – 25 nm), Aitken (25 – 100 nm), accumulation (100 nm – 1 μm), 
and coarse (1 – 10 μm) modes (Kulmala et al., 2013; Seinfeld & Pandis, 2016). The particle 
size distribution is typically described by either a number or volume (or mass) distributions, 
which emphasize different modes. The cluster, nucleation and Aitken mode particles are 
high in number, but do not contribute significantly to the total volume (or mass) of the par-
ticles. Then again, the accumulation and coarse mode particles are high in volume (and 
mass) even though their number concentration is lower. The modes are typically simplified 
even more by talking about ultrafine (< 100 nm), fine (< 1 μm), and coarse (> 1 μm) mode 
particles. 

The physical and chemical processes governing the aerosol size distribution are versatile. 
The cluster mode particles result from gas-to-particle conversion processes (Kulmala et al., 
2013) but they can also originate as primary particles from traffic (Rönkkö & Timonen, 
2019). The nucleation mode is dominated by NPF, where the pre-cursor gases form new 
particles by nucleation and growth processes (Kulmala et al., 2004; Kulmala et al., 2013). 
In the Aitken mode, the nucleation mode particles grow further by condensing vapors and 
coagulation (i.e., the particles collide and stick with each other). Particles in the Aitken mode 
range and larger can also be emitted in the atmosphere as primary particles. Accumulation 
mode particles are primary or formed mainly in cloud processing. In cloud processing, large 
enough particles (in the size range of tens of nanometers or larger; Kerminen et al., 2012) 
act as a cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) and form cloud droplets as water vapor condenses 
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on the CCN if the relative humidity (RH) reaches over 100 %. Chemical processes in the 
cloud droplets and their coagulation add up to the mass of the original CCN. If the cloud 
droplets do not rain but evaporate, the outcome is a larger processed particle than the original 
CCN. Due to the cloud processing there is typically a local minimum in particle size distri-
bution between the Aitken and accumulation mode particles at around 100 nm that is known 
as the Hoppel minimum (Hoppel et al., 1990). The largest particles, which are the coarse 
mode particles, are typically primary: dust and sea salt particles, for example.  

The removal of particles from the atmosphere is governed by evaporation, dry deposition, 
and wet deposition (Seinfeld & Pandis, 2016). If the conditions are not favorable for the 
growth processes of nucleation and Aitken mode particles, the particles may evaporate. Wet 
deposition means that the particles are scavenged from the atmosphere by rain so it mainly 
affects particles that act as CCN. Dry deposition means that the particles deposit on the 
ground or surfaces due to gravitation, which is more effective for larger particles.  

In addition to the size distribution, one of the most important properties of the particles are 
their chemical composition. The chemical composition affects, for example, the hygrosco-
picity (ability to take up water vapor) of the particles, further on determining whether the 
particles can act as CCN. Hygroscopicity of the particles depends also on their size so that 
small particles are not as attractive for condensing water vapor than larger particles (Dusek 
et al., 2006). However, the chemical composition of the particles can increase their hygro-
scopicity when even smaller particles can act as a CCN.  

According to their chemical composition, the particles are often classified to organic and 
inorganic particles. Organic aerosol (OA) contribute more to the PM (Zhang et al., 2007; 
Jimenez et al., 2009). OA consists of a complex mixture of different organic species 
(Seinfeld & Pandis, 2016): primary organic aerosols can be, for example, biogenic living 
micro-organisms, such as pollen, spores, bacteria or viruses; and secondary organic aerosol 
(SOA) is formed by pre-cursor gases (Ziemann & Atkinson, 2012), which are emitted by 
vegetation but also by anthropogenic combustion processes. Inorganic aerosol species, such 
as sulfate, ammonium, and nitrate, are typically linked to anthropogenic activities due to 
their main pre-cursor gas sources: SO2 originates from industry and energy production; NH3 
from agriculture; and NOx from industry and traffic (Aksoyoglu et al., 2017). However, not 
all inorganic species are from anthropogenic sources, for example, salt from sea spray, min-
erals from dust episodes, or sulfate aerosols originating from DMS emitted by phytoplank-
ton.  

Chemical composition is linked to the aerosol mixing state. Externally mixed particles are 
heterogeneous, which means that the chemical composition of the particles vary. Internally 
mixed aerosol means that the chemical composition of the particles is homogeneous so all 
the particles consist of the same chemical components (Seinfeld & Pandis, 2016). However, 
the chemical composition of the internally mixed particles themselves is necessarily not 
homogeneous, and the particle might have a separate core and coating (Lack & Cappa, 
2010).  
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From the air quality perspective, the aerosol size distribution and chemical composition de-
termine the toxicity of the particles, where the inhaled particles end up in the human respir-
atory system, and how they are transported in the human body (Valavanidis et al., 2008; 
Schraufnagel et al., 2019). For example, non-soluble ultrafine particles can end up to the 
alveoli where they can be transported in the blood circulation system and further on to the 
organs where the particles can accumulate. PM from combustion sources and especially 
from traffic have worse health effects than PM from other sources (Krzyżanowski et al., 
2005) since traffic emits many toxic chemicals and heavy metals whereas wood combustion 
emits carcinogenic polycyclic aromatic compounds (Hellén et al., 2017; Rönkkö & 
Timonen, 2019). PM causes stress to the human body by accumulating in the organs and 
inducing inflammation. According to Cohen et al. (2017), air pollution is the fifth most im-
portant risk factors causing deaths globally and they estimated that 4.2 million deaths in 
2015 were related to exposure to PM. Another estimation by Lelieveld et al. (2015) stated 
that PM caused 1.9 million pre-mature deaths in 2010. The main causes for PM related pre-
mature deaths are related to cardiovascular diseases, the second greatest cause were due to 
lung and respiratory diseases, and small fraction was caused by lung cancer (Lelieveld et 
al., 2015). 

Apart from the health effects, the aerosol size distribution and chemical composition deter-
mines also their impact on the climate. Aerosol particles can affect the climate directly by 
scattering and absorbing solar radiation (i.e., aerosol-radiation interactions, ARIs). The di-
rect effect is defined by the aerosol optical properties (AOPs), which again, are defined by 
the aerosol size distribution and chemical composition (Charlson et al., 1992). The AOPs 
and the direct effect of aerosols are discussed more in Sect. 2.1. Since cloud droplets could 
not be formed without CCN, aerosol particles also influence the climate via aerosol-cloud 
interactions (ACIs; Lohmann & Feichter, 2005).  

Clouds have a considerable effect on the global albedo since they scatter light effectively 
back to space. The amount and properties of the CCN affect the formation, reflective prop-
erties, and lifetimes of the clouds and therefore they have a notable effect on the climate 
(Lohmann & Feichter, 2005; Stocker et al., 2013). The more there are CCN present in cloud 
formation, the more and smaller cloud droplets will form, which induces a cloud that has 
higher reflectivity than a cloud that has fewer larger droplets in it (Twomey, 1991). More 
CCN also increase the lifetime of the clouds since formation of rain from smaller cloud 
droplets takes more time (Albrecht, 1989). To conclude, more CCN increase the cooling 
effect of clouds since they reflect solar radiation longer and more efficiently back into space. 

Aerosols affect the cloud formation also via a so-called semi-direct effect, which considers 
the effect of absorbing aerosols on the evaporation of the clouds and stability of the air 
column (Koch & Del Genio, 2010). Absorbing aerosols within the cloud layer can heat up 
the layer, which advances cloud evaporation. Absorbing aerosols can stabilize the air col-
umn by heating the upper layers and by cooling the lower layers as they prevent a fraction 
of the radiation from hitting the surface. Increased stability diminishes the convection and 
hinders cloud formation. The reduced convection in  boundary layer also has an effect on 
the air quality since it reduces the mixing, boundary layer height, and dilution of pollutants 
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(Ding et al., 2016b). However, in some situations the presence of absorbing particles can 
even increase the cloud cover (Koch & Del Genio, 2010), which underlines the complexity 
and high uncertainty related to the semi-direct effect. 

2.1 Aerosol optical properties 

Aerosol optical properties (AOPs) describe the scattering and absorption by the particles at 
different wavelengths (λ). The AOPs depend on the concentration, size and chemical com-
position of the particles, and therefore the AOPs can also be used to retrieve some general 
information on these factors. AOPs are divided into extensive and intensive properties: the 
intensive properties are independent of the amount of aerosols and they only depend, for 
example, on the shape of the size distribution, and chemical composition, whereas the ex-
tensive properties depend also on the concentration of aerosol particles.  

When a light beam travels through aerosol medium, its intensity attenuates due to extinction, 
which is the sum scattering and absorption caused by the particulate and gaseous compo-
nents. Scattering and absorption are caused by the interaction between matter and electro-
magnetic radiation. In absorption, the energy of electromagnetic radiation is converted into 
heat, whereas, in scattering the incident light is diverted to different directions by reflection, 
refraction, and diffraction. The extinction, scattering, and absorption of light by a single 
spherical particle can be modelled by using Mie-theory that determines the extinction, scat-
tering, and absorption efficiencies (Qext, Qsca, and Qabs) of the particle. The Qext, for example, 
is the relation between the extinction cross section (Cext) to the physical cross section of the 
particle (A) 

 =  ,  (1) 

which applies also for the Qsca and Qabs. The Qext is calculated with a set of equations (pre-
sented e.g., by Seinfeld & Pandis, 2016) that depend on the particle diameter (Dp), the com-
plex refractive index (m, see Eq. 9), and the wavelength (λ). The same analogy also applies 
to backscattering efficiency (Qbsca), which describes the scattering that is directed to the 
backward hemisphere of the particle. 

The Mie-theory applies the so-called size parameter (x) that combines the Dp and λ  

 = . (2) 

The x is used to divide the scattering into three regimes, which are illustrated in Fig. 1. When 
the particles are significantly smaller than the λ (x << 1), the scattering is Rayleigh scatter-
ing; when the λ and the particle size are the same in magnitude (x ≈ 1), the scattering happens 
in the Mie-regime; and when the particles are considerably larger than the λ (x >> 1), the 
scattering is geometric. In the Rayleigh regime, the Qsca increases rapidly with increasing x 
and the scattering is equally or almost equally distributed in the forward and backward hem-
ispheres (not seen in Fig. 1 due to linear y-axis). In the Mie-region, the situation is more 
complex and the Qsca oscillates due to interference of the radiation inside the particle. As 
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the x increases, a greater fraction of the scattering is forwardly directed. The Qsca is rather 
negligible in the Rayleigh regime, but starts to increase in the Mie-regime. In the geometric 
regime, the Mie-theory is no longer applicable since the scattering should be solved geo-
metrically. As can be seen from Fig. 1, in linear scale, the Qsca starts to increase around Dp 
≈ 100 nm given a light wavelength of 550 nm. In practice this means, that for a particle to 
have notable optical signal in the visible wavelength range, the Dp should be around 100 nm 
or larger. Therefore, the aerosol particles discussed in this thesis are mainly larger than about 
100 nm in diameter since they were optically measured at visible and near visible wave-
lengths. 

 
Figure 1: The dependency of the extinction, scattering, and absorption efficiencies (Qext, Qsca, 
and Qabs) on the size parameter (x) and particle diameter (Dp). The values were determined at 
550 nm by using a complex refractive index m = 1.484 + 0.025i, according to Paper I. 

To calculate, for example, the extinction of light by the whole aerosol population, the Qext 
values obtained from the Mie-theory for different sized particles, need to be integrated over 
the aerosol size distribution to obtain the extinction coefficient (σext)  

 ( ) = ∫ ( , )  log , (3) 

where the N is the number concentration of aerosol particles in a certain size bin. The same 
analogy functions also with scattering, backscattering, and absorption coefficients (σsca, σb-

sca, and σabs). These coefficients are typically reported for aerosol particles only, so the effect 
of the gaseous component is not included in these variables. 

The unit of σsca, σbsca, σabs, and σext is m-1, but with atmospheric data, it is customary to use 
Mm-1 (i.e., 10-6 m-1). The meaning of the abovementioned variables and their unit are the 
easiest to understand with the σext and the Beer-Lamber-Bouguer law (Perrin, 1948) 

 = exp(− ), (4)
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which describes the intensity of light (I) after a light beam, with original intensity of I0, has 
travelled through aerosol medium over a distance L. Therefore, when the light beam has 
travelled a length that corresponds to σext

-1, its intensity has decreased by a fraction of e-1. 
Equation 4 is, for example, related to visibility, which is decreased by the scattering and 
absorption of aerosol particles (Koschmieder, 1924). 

Considering the whole air column, from ground to the top of the atmosphere, the light at-
tenuation by atmospheric aerosols is described by aerosol optical depth (δ), which in Eq. 4, 
replaces the product of σext L (integral of σext from the ground level to the height of the air 
column L). The δ is an extensive property since apart from the properties of the particles it 
depends also on the aerosol burden in the whole column of air (Holben et al., 2001).  

This thesis investigates the concentration of black carbon (BC), which is highly absorbing 
refractory carbonaceous material that is typically emitted as a by-product of combustion. 
Fresh BC particles consist of coagulated small carbon spherules (Dp ≈ 15 nm; Zhang et al., 
2008) that form complex agglomerate structures. In spoken language, BC is often referred 
as soot; however, scientifically spoken, soot contains also other material accumulated on 
the BC particles, such as organic carbon (OC).  

Even though the term BC refers to chemical composition and not to optical properties it is 
described here next to the extensive AOPs since the concentration of BC is typically meas-
ured entirely by optical means (see Sect. 3.1.2). To emphasize the optical measurements, 
the measured BC concentration is hereon referred as equivalent BC (eBC) in line with the 
recommendation by Petzold et al. (2013). eBC means that the BC concentration was derived 
from σabs with a conversion factor called a mass absorption cross section (MAC).  

 =  . (5) 

The MAC is actually an intensive AOP since it depends on the chemical properties, size, 
morphology, and mixing state of the aerosol particles and not their amount. If the MAC is 
considered a constant value, which is the case here, the eBC depends only on the σabs. How-
ever, in reality, the MAC varies spatially and temporally with different types of aerosols and 
it could be determined by comparing the σabs to the concentration of elemental carbon (EC), 
which is thermally measured concentration of refractory carbon 

 =  . (6) 

Variation in MAC means that a same amount of EC absorbs light differently due to different 
size, shape, mixing state, and chemical composition of the particles. For example, a large 
agglomerate, a large collapsed particle (former agglomerate), and a small individual carbon 
spherule absorb light differently compared to their mass (Bond et al., 2006). The situation 
is even more complex when a BC core gathers a coating that consists of purely scattering or 
just slightly absorbing material around the BC core. Typically, if liquid material condensates 
on a BC agglomerate, the agglomerate collapses and the particle forms a well structured 
sphere-shaped core and coating. The coating can enhance the absorption of the BC core by 
acting as a lens that gathers the light rays towards the core from a larger cross section (Bond 
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et al., 2006; Lack & Cappa, 2010). Using the term eBC instead of BC underlines that the 
measurements were possibly influenced by the abovementioned factors. The measurements 
of eBC concentration could be distorted also by other absorbing material than BC, such as, 
dust (Fialho et al., 2005), humic-like substances, and brown carbon (BrC; Andreae & 
Gelencsér, 2006). BrC refers to OC species that absorb light mainly at wavelengths shorter 
than 600 nm (Kirchstetter et al., 2004; Andreae & Gelencsér, 2006).  

Like MAC, all the AOPs depend on the λ of the radiation. The wavelength dependency of 
an optical property σ is described by an Ångström exponent (α; Ångström, 1929)  

 =  −  
. (7) 

The α can be determined for several AOPs and in this thesis the α was calculated for σsca 
and σabs to obtain the αsca and αabs, respectively. In general, the σsca and σabs decrease with 
longer λ. The αsca depends on the relation between the particle size and the λ of the radiation. 
In the Rayleigh regime, the αsca approaches four and with increasing particle size, the αsca 
decreases. Apart from the particle size, the chemical composition has an effect on the αabs. 
For example, in the presence of BrC, the σabs at short wavelengths is emphasized, which 
increases the αabs (Andreae & Gelencsér, 2006). Similarly to the MAC, the possible core-
coating-structure also has a great effect on the αabs (Lack & Cappa, 2010). The αabs is com-
monly used to determining the source of BC by the so-called Aethalometer model, which 
assumes that BC has two sources: traffic or biomass burning (Sandradewi et al., 2008; 
Drinovec et al., 2015; Zotter et al., 2017). 

The single scattering albedo (ω) describes the scattering fraction of the σext  

 = = . (8) 

The higher the ω, the more efficient scatterers the particles are. Then again, particles with 
low ω absorb relatively more light and are darker in color. The ω gives some insight about 
the chemical composition of particles, for example, low ω indicates that the particles consist 
of a higher fraction of BC.  

The complex refractive index (m) was already mentioned when discussing about the Mie-
theory. The m consists of a real (n) and imaginary (m) part 

 = + i , (9) 

which describe the scattering and absorption properties of the particles, respectively. Like 
the ω, the m depends on the chemical composition of particles. 

The backscatter fraction (b) is the relation between the σbsca and σsca 

 =  . (10) 

Like the αsca, also the b depends on the size distribution. For gas molecules and particles in 
Rayleigh regime the b is 0.5, because for particles that are considerably smaller than the 
wavelength the scattering in forward and backward hemisphere is equal. For larger particles, 
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the b decreases, because larger particles scatter light more efficiently in the forward direc-
tion. The size dependency of the b differs somewhat from that of the αsca since the αsca is 
more sensitive for coarse mode particles. The b is typically linked to the upscatter fraction 
β (Delene & Ogren, 2002), which is related to the ability of aerosols to scatter solar radiation 
back in space (see Eq. 13). The β can be estimated by 

 = 0.0817 + 1.8495 − 2.9682 . (11) 

The β increases with the b, meaning that smaller particles scatter solar radiation more effi-
ciently back to space. Also, the asymmetry parameter (g) is sometimes determined by using 
the b. According to Andrews et al. (2006), 

 =  −7.14 + 7.46 − 3.96 + 0.9893. (12) 

Theoretically, the g varies from -1 to 1 so that when g = -1 all the scattering is to the back-
ward direction and when g = 1 all the scattering is to the forward direction. 

The final intensive AOP is the radiative forcing efficiency (RFE), which is related to the 
ARIs. The effect of ARIs on the climate is called the direct effect and it describes how the 
scattering and absorption by aerosol particles influences the radiative forcing (RF). Due to 
the great scattering fraction of aerosols, the total effect of ARIs on the global RF is negative. 
However, the absorbing fraction of aerosol, which is mainly caused by BC, has a consider-
able warming effect and it is actually been estimated as the second strongest agent in global 
warming (Ramanathan & Carmichael, 2008; Bond et al., 2013; Stocker et al., 2013). The 
efficiency of the aerosol particles to decrease or increase the RF is described by the radiative 
forcing efficiency (RFE), which reports the RF that the particles would have per unit of 
aerosol optical depth (δ) (Sheridan & Ogren, 1999) 

 =  = − (1 − A ) (1 − ) − − 1 . (13) 

The δ is an extensive AOP that describes the attenuation of light by aerosol particles in a 
column of air. The RFE depends on the environmental factors that are the solar constant 
(S0), fractional day length (D), atmospheric transmission (Tat), cloud fraction (Ac), and sur-
face reflectance (RS). Suitable and generally used values for the environmental parameters 
are presented by Haywood and Shine (1995) and discussed more by Paper I. In Eq. 13, the 
properties of the aerosols are described by the ω and β. The RFE can be either positive or 
negative, depending mainly on the relationship between the ω and RS; for example, dark 
particles above reflective surface (e.g., BC on snow) have a warming effect, and highly 
scattering particles above dark surface (e.g., dust above sea) have a cooling effect.  
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3 Measurements and methods 

Papers I–V apply data from several stations measured by various in-situ instruments. This 
chapter presents the most relevant instruments, measurement sites, and data analysis meth-
ods used in this thesis. 

3.1 Instrumentation 

This section presents the instrumentation the study used to measure AOPs and eBC concen-
tration. Measurements of the σsca, σbsca, and σabs were the main topic in Paper I; and the 
measurements of eBC concentration (i.e., σabs) were discussed in Papers II–V. In addition, 
Papers I and V applied data of the aerosol size distribution and Paper III of the aerosol 
chemical composition, and therefore the instrumentation to measure the aerosol size distri-
bution and chemical composition are also described shortly. Different papers also utilized 
data of meteorological parameters, PM2.5 concentration, and concentrations and mixing ra-
tios of gaseous components, but those measurements are not described here as they are not 
the main topic of this thesis. 

3.1.1 Scattering measurements 

The σsca and σbsca are commonly measured by an integrating nephelometer. The development 
of the nephelometers began already several decades ago (Beuttell & Brewer, 1949; Crosby 
& Koerber, 1963; Charlson et al., 1967). Due to the long period of development, their prob-
lematics and uncertainties are well known (Anderson et al., 1996; Anderson & Ogren, 
1998). Here, we present the operating principle of TSI Incorporated integrating nephelom-
eter model 3563 (hereon referred ad TSI 3563; Anderson et al., 1996), which is, unfortu-
nately, no longer in production. However, the measurement principle of the TSI 3563 is 
similar, for example, to the still-manufactured Aurora series by Ecotech (Müller et al., 
2011). 

The three main parts of the TSI 3563 are a measurement cell, light source, and detector. The 
aerosol sample flows through the cell so the instrument measures particles that are sus-
pended in air. In the cell locates the measurement volume, which is illuminated with white 
light. The light is diffused so that its intensity follows the Lambertian cosine law (i.e., the 
intensity is proportional to the cosine of ε, where the ε describes the angle from the light 
source). All the surfaces inside the instrument are black and highly absorbing, so in ideal 
condition (i.e., perfectly absorbing surfaces without contamination) the only material scat-
tering the light is the PM in the measurement volume. The scattered light is detected by a 
photomultiplier tube that counts photons at certain wavelengths, which in the TSI 3563 are 
450, 550, and 700 nm. The alignment of the detector and light source form a right angle, 
which enables detecting the scattering from different angles at the same time. Therefore, the 
instrument integrates the scattering from the scattering angle (θ) 0° to 180° geometrically, 
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which is the reason why the instrument is called integrating nephelometer. This can be 
demonstrated with an equation  

 = 2 ∫ ( ) sin( ) d , (14) 

where the ζ is the scattering phase function, which describes the scattering intensity at dif-
ferent angles. When the whole sample volume is illuminated, the instrument measures the 
scattering from all angles and determines the σsca. To determine the σbsca, the half of the 
measurements volume that represents the forward scattering (i.e., 90° < θ < 180°), is shad-
owed, so the detector observes only the backscattered light.  

Due to geometrical challenges, the geometrical integration is not perfect and the TSI 3563 
can only detect scattered light from the range of 7° – 170°. This is fixed by a truncation 
correction, which depends on the scattering phase function, which again depends on the size 
distribution, shape, mixing state, and refractive indices of the particles The truncation cor-
rection estimates the scattering on the blind angles typically by applying the αsca and multi-
plicatively applies it to the σsca and σbsca (Anderson & Ogren, 1998; Bond et al., 2009; Müller 
et al., 2011). 

Since the σsca and σbsca describe the scattering of aerosol particles only, the scattering by gas 
molecules has to be omitted in the measurements. This is considered by filtering out the PM 
from the sample air regularly and subtracting the scattering of filtered air from the total 
scattering. This procedure also considers the scattering from the walls and impurities accu-
mulated in the cell. The instrument is calibrated with a gas that has a well known scattering 
properties, such as CO2. 

3.1.2 Absorption and equivalent black carbon measurements 

There are several instruments available to measure the σabs. Here, the σabs and eBC concen-
tration measurements were conducted by three different instruments: an aethalometer 
(model AE-31 by Magee Scientific), a Particle Soot Absorption Photometer (PSAP; model 
3-λ by Radiance Research), and a multi-angle absorption photometer (MAAP; model 5012 
by Thermo Scientific Inc.). Hereon the aethalometer is referred as AE-31, to avoid confu-
sion with the newer upgraded aethalometer model AE-33. Whereas the integrating nephe-
lometer that measures particles that are suspended in the air, the absorption photometers are 
based on collecting the sample particles on a filter, which is the main cause for the uncer-
tainties related to the absorption measurements. The filter in optical measurements is prob-
lematic since in addition to the PM, also the filter fibers interact with the radiation, which 
affects the measurements. Before a further discussion of the challenges related to the filter-
based methods, this section presents the basic principles of the absorption photometers.  

The operating principals of the PSAP and AE-31 are very similar (Bond et al., 1999; 
Weingartner et al., 2003). They measure the σabs at several wavelengths: PSAP operates at 
three wavelengths (467, 530, and 660 nm) and the AE-31 at seven wavelengths (370, 470, 
520, 590, 660, 880, and 950 nm). To be precise, the PSAP and AE-31 measure the attenua-
tion coefficient (σATN; or in some occasions the uncorrected absorption, σ0) and not the σabs, 
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which is a derivative of the σATN. An equation for the σATN is derived from the Beer-Lambert-
Bouguer law (Eq. 4) 

 = ln = ln , (15) 

where Aspot is the area of the sample spot, Q is the sample flow, Δt is the length of the 
measurement period, and the IΔt – t and It are the measured light intensities through the filter 
in the beginning and in the end of the measurement period. I through the filter gradually 
decreases as the filter gets loaded with particles. The loading of the filter is described by the 
attenuation (ATN) and transmission (Tr) 

 = ln = ln , (16) 

where the I0 is the light intensity through a pristine filter. The custom is to use the ATN with 
aethalometer and the Tr with PSAP measurements. As the filter gets loaded with particles, 
the ATN and Tr responses are the opposite: ATN increases and Tr decreases.  

The σATN does not take into account the interaction of radiation with the filter material nor 
attenuation of light due to scattering of the particles and therefore the σATN does not represent 
the light absorption by particles. These issues are considered when the σabs is derived. In the 
AE-31 measurements, the σabs is typically derived as following 

 = ( ) , (17) 

where the scattering by the aerosol particles (as σsca) and the filter effect (Cref R(ATN)) are 
taken into account. Scattering in the filter medium lengthens the optical path of the incident 
radiation and the probability for a photon to be absorbed by a particle increases. Therefore, 
the scattering by particles induces apparent absorption, which is considered by reducing a 
fraction as of σsca. The filter fibers also scatter light, which is called multiple scattering. This 
is taken into account with the multiple scattering correction factor (Cref) that is typically 
considered a constant value larger than unity. When PM accumulates in the filter medium, 
the optical path of the incident radiation gradually decreases and the particles absorb rela-
tively less light. Therefore, the response of the instrument decreases with increasing filter 
loading. This nonlinearity is amended with a filter loading correction (R(ATN)) that depends 
on the ATN. Even though, in theory, the Cref should depend only on the filter material used, 
it has been observed that the Cref varies both spatially and temporally (Collaud Coen et al., 
2010; Backman et al., 2017). The Cref can be determined by comparing a reference σabs 
(σabs,ref) to an σATN that was corrected for the filter loading error: 

 = , ( ). (18) 

The Cref, as, and R(ATN) have been a subject to many studies and there has been several 
suggestions for correction algorithms. The algorithms proposed different constants for the 
coefficients and different types of filter loading corrections (Weingartner et al., 2003; Arnott 
et al., 2005; Schmid et al., 2006; Virkkula et al., 2007; Collaud Coen et al., 2010; Li et al., 
2020). Some of the correction algorithms are presented in detail in Paper II. In general, 
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there has not been a common consensus on the most accurate correction algorithm. Database 
for ACTRIS (Aerosols, Clouds and Trace gases InfraStructure) data, for example, asks to 
submit the σabs that was measured by an AE-31 so that the data was not treated by the filter 
loading correction nor the subtraction of particle scattering subtraction, and that applied a 
constant Cref = 3.5.  

The newer aethalometer model AE-33 has a rather similar measurement principle to the AE-
31. However, it measures the σATN of two sample spots that have different flows and it ap-
plies a so-called dual-spot correction algorithm to determine σabs (Drinovec et al., 2015).  

The PSAP suffers from the same problems as the AE-31 and to obtain the σabs, the σATN 
needs to be corrected. A common correction used for the PSAP data is 

 = 0.85 ⋅ ( ( ) − ), (19) 

where the coefficients K1 and K2 are 0.02 and 1.22, respectively. Equation 19 was suggested 
by Bond et al. (1999) and it was later revisited by Ogren (2010). The PSAP correction al-
gorithms also take into account the scattering by the particles and the filter fibers as well as 
the nonlinearity caused by the filter loading. Virkkula (2010) suggested an alternative algo-
rithm to obtain the σabs from PSAP measurements and it is presented in Paper II.  

The operating principle of the MAAP differs from that of PSAP and AE-31 by two factors: 
firstly, in addition to Tr through the filter, the MAAP measures backscattered light from the 
filter at two different angles; and secondly, the MAAP does not determine the σabs as in Eqs. 
15, 17, or 19, but it applies a so-called two-stream approximation in radiative transfer model 
in determining the σabs (Petzold & Schönlinner, 2004). These differences in the MAAP make 
it more precise and less sensitive to the filter artefacts than the PSAP or AE-31 and therefore 
MAAP is typically used as a reference instrument for the σabs measurements (e.g., as σabs,ref 
in Eq. 18). MAAP, however, operates only at one wavelength (637 nm), so it cannot be used 
in determining the wavelength dependency of σabs (i.e., αabs).  

As already discussed in Sect. 2.1, the concentration of eBC is typically derived from the σabs 
measurements by applying a constant MAC value (Eq. 5). The eBC concentration can also 
be derived from the σATN in a similar manner to Eq. 5, but by replacing the σabs by the σATN, 
and the MAC by a mass attenuation cross section (MATN). Since there are many possibilities 
to determine the σabs and eBC concentration, it is important to report which instrument and 
algorithm (or no algorithm) were used, and what constants were used for the as, Cref, MAC, 
or MATN. 

3.1.3 Size distribution and chemical composition measurements 

The aerosol size distribution were measured by three instruments: at SMEAR II a Twin 
Differential Mobility Particle Sizer (TDMPS; Aalto et al., 2001) and an Aerodynamic Par-
ticle Sizer (APS; TSI model 3321) were used; and at SORPES a flow-switching-type DMPS 
was operated (Qi et al., 2015). The TDMPS operated in the size range of 3 – 1000 nm, the 
flow-switching-type DMPS in the range of 6 – 800 nm, and the APS in the size range of 0.5 
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– 20 μm. The APS uses aerodynamic Dp, which was converted to geometric Dp by assuming 
an average density of 1.5 g cm-3 for the particles (Kannosto et al., 2008). More detailed 
descriptions of the size distribution measurements are presented in Paper I. 

The chemical composition of non-refractory PM1 (NR-PM1) was measured by an Aerosol 
Chemical Speciation Monitor (ACSM; Aerodyne Research Inc.). The ACSM reports the 
concentrations of particulate ammonium, nitrate, sulfate, chloride, and organic species. 
Since the instrument only detects the non-refractory composition, it is not able to measure 
refractory components, such as EC, minerals, or sea salt. A more detailed description of the 
instrument is provided in Paper III. 

3.2 Measurement sites 

The measurements included in this thesis were conducted at three different main locations: 
at SMEAR II in Hyytiälä, Finland; at 14 air quality stations in the Helsinki metropolitan 
area (HMA), Finland; and at SORPES station, in Nanjing, China. Data collected at SMEAR 
II were studied in all the Papers I–V. The measurements in the HMA were discussed in 
Paper IV and the measurements at SORPES were studied in Paper V. 

3.2.1 SMEAR II 

SMEAR stands for Station for Measuring Ecosystem-Atmosphere Relations. SMEAR sta-
tions form a network of comprehensive atmosphere measurement sites (Hari & Kulmala, 
2005). SMEAR II is the most comprehensive site of the SMEAR network as there are more 
than thousand environmental parameters measured and recorded on a long-term basis. The 
site was founded in 1995 and it has been operational ever since. SMEAR II is also part of 
large-scale measurement networks such as ACTRIS, LTER-Europe (Long-Term Ecosystem 
Research in Europe), and ICOS (Integrated Carbon Observation system).  

SMEAR II it is located in Hyytiälä, in southern Finland (61°51’ N, 24°17’ E, 181 m a.s.l., 
Fig. 3). The station is situated in the middle of a boreal forest that consists mostly of scot 
pine trees (Pinus sylvestris L.) and therefore it represents boreal forest environment. In Pa-
per IV, SMEAR II was classified as a regional background site to match the categories used 
in the study. However, in reality and according to the Global Atmospheric Watch (GAW) 
classifications, SMEAR II is a rural background station. There are no significant pollution 
sources nearby except for sawmills that are located about 6 km southeast. The nearest cities 
are Tampere (population: 220 000) and Jyväskylä (population: 140 000) that are located in 
about 60 and 100 km distance. Otherwise, the regional area is sparsely populated.  

The data availability of the most relevant instruments regarding this thesis are presented in 
Fig. 2. The scattering was measured by a TSI 3563, and the absorption by an AE-31, a 
PSAP, and a MAAP. The size distribution was measured by a DMPS and APS, and the 
chemical composition of NR-PM1 by an ACSM. The start of the DMPS measurements date 
to year 1995, however, here only the data that was measured in parallel with the AOPs were 
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considered. Detailed data availability of the nephelometer and AE-31 are presented in the 
supplementary material of Paper I. The measurement line of the instruments that measured 
AOPs is described in detail in Paper II. The most important notion is the change in the cut-
off size of the AOP measurements in June 2010. When the measurements of the AOPs were 
started, the measurements were conducted only for PM10. However, in 2010 the cut-off size 
of the inlet was upgraded so that it alters every 10 minutes between 1 and 10 μm so also the 
AOPs of PM1 were measured.  

 
Figure 2: Diagram of the measurement times and data availability at SMEAR II. The orange 
bars are the measurements of AOPs. The lighter color indicates the time when only the AOPs 
of PM10 were measured, and the darker orange indicates the time when the AOPs were meas-
urements for both PM1 and PM10. The gray bar shows the size distribution and chemical com-
position measurements that had their own individual inlets. The data availability is calculated 
for the reported time interval. 

3.2.2 Helsinki metropolitan area 

The HMA consists of four cities (Helsinki, Espoo, Vantaa, and Kauniainen) with a total 
population of about 1.4 million. The HMA is located in the southern part of Finland on the 
coast of the Baltic Sea. In the HMA, data from 14 sites were included in the study and their 
locations are presented in Fig. 3. These sites were classified into four categories that were 
traffic sites (TR), detached housing areas (DH), urban background (UB), and regional back-
ground sites (RB). Six of the sites were categorized as TR, five as DH, two as UB, and one 
as RB. Detailed information and locations of the sites are reported in Paper IV. All but one 
of the sites were air quality monitoring stations run by the Helsinki Regional Services Au-
thority (HSY), and one of the sites was SMEAR III, which is run by the Institute for Atmos-
pheric and Earth System Research (INAR) and Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI). The 
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measured parameters in the HMA were eBC, PM2.5, and NOx concentrations. The eBC con-
centrations in the HMA were mainly measured by MAAPs, but some sites operated the 
newer aethalometer model (AE-33).  

 
Figure 3: Stations located in the HMA and the location of SMEAR II. The color coding and 
numbering of the markers indicate the site classification and station names used in Paper IV. 
Modified from Fig. 1 in Paper IV. 

3.2.3 SORPES 

Station for Observing Regional Processes of the Earth System (SORPES) locates in a Chi-
nese megacity, Nanjing, with a population of about 8.5 million. SORPES acts as a regional 
background site for the Yangtze River Delta area, which is a highly industrialized area with 
more than 100 million inhabitants. SORPES was founded in 2011 and the station is situated 
about 20 km northeast from the Nanjing city center (32°07’ N, 118°57’ E, 40 m a.s.l.). The 
SORPES is considered as a background site with little local influence; depending on the 
wind conditions, the station might observe pollution from the center of Nanjing and the 
nearby highway (Ding et al., 2016a). The eBC concentration at SORPES was measured by 
an AE-31 and the size distribution by a flow-switching-type DMPS. 

3.3 Data analysis 

This section presents data analysis tools and methods that were used to analyze the long-
term trends in Papers I and IV, to determine the complex refractive index (m) in Paper I, 
and to estimate the numbers of primary and secondary aerosols in Paper V. 
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3.3.1 Long-term trend analysis 

The Mann-Kendall (MK) test and Sen’s slope estimator are non-parametric methods that 
allow missing values and therefore, they are suitable methods for analyzing environmental 
data such as long-term measurements of the AOPs. The MK test reports if a long-term trend 
in a studied variable is statistically significant and whether it is monotonically decreasing 
or increasing. Sen’s slope estimator, again, estimates the magnitude of the trend. This sec-
tion describes shortly the MK test and the Sen’s slope estimator based on Gilbert (1987).  

Seasonal variation in environmental data can lead to autocorrelation (i.e., a high value is 
followed by yet another high value and vice versa), which is not accepted by the MK test. 
Therefore, the trend analysis applied a seasonal MK test and seasonal Sen’s slope estimator 
that are variations of the original MK test and Sen’s slope estimator and that overcome the 
autocorrelation problem related to the seasonality of the data. Here the word seasonal refers 
to any cyclic pattern and not just the changing season of a year. The seasonality could also 
be caused, for example, by diurnal patterns of boundary layer dynamics or traffic rates.  

The normal MK test determines whether the time series have a statistically significant trend 
or not. First, the test determines the differences between all the given data points in the order 
they were measured. Then the test computes the MK statistics (S) that is the sum of the signs 
of the all the differences between the data points (i.e., number of positive differences minus 
the number of negative differences). Positive S means that the value increased over time and 
vice versa. The S is used to calculated the test statistics (Z) as following: 

 =  ( ) , if S > 0, (20) 

 =  ( ) , if S < 0. (21) 

The VAR(S) is the variance of S that takes into account the data ties (see Gilbert, 1987). In 
case the S = 0, the Z = 0 as well. The null hypothesis (H0) is no trend against the alternative 
hypothesis (HA), which is set up by the S (or Z): if the S (or Z) is positive the HA is increasing 
trend, and if the S (or Z) is negative the HA is decreasing trend. The H0 is rejected, if the 
probability value is lower than the set up significance level s. The probability values are 
retrieved from a standard normal statistical table that reports the probabilities of a cumula-
tive normal distribution. 

The magnitude of the trend can be determined, for example, with the Sen’s slope estimation 
method. Compared to linear regression  the Sen’s slope estimator is not as sensitive to data 
outliers. In this method, the slope is estimated as the median value of all the slopes that were 
determined between all possible pairs of data points. 

The methods presented above did not take into account the seasonality of data. The seasonal 
MK test applies the normal MK test separately for each season, which could be, for example, 
months, quarters of the year, or hours of day, depending on the purpose of use. In the sea-
sonal MK test, the S and VAR(S) are determined separately for each season. The retrieved 
S and VAR(S) are then summed up, and the Z is calculated in a similar manner to Eqs. 20 
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and 21 but now using the sums of S and VAR(S) that were calculated separately for each 
season. Forming the hypotheses and rejecting them is done like for the normal MK test. The 
seasonal Sen’s slope estimator is almost similar to the traditional Sen’s slope estimator, but 
this time the slope between all the data pairs are determined separately for each season. 
Then, the estimated slope is the median value of all of the slopes regardless of their season. 

Due to the strong annual variation in the aerosol data, in this thesis, the seasonal MK test 
and Sen’s slope estimator were applied. The seasons were chosen to be represented by 
monthly median values of each parameter. The monthly median values smooth out the ex-
treme outliers of hourly measurements and the trend analysis is less affected by outliers or 
possible erroneous measurements. Similar methods have also been used in several recent 
articles that presented trends in aerosol measurements (Collaud Coen et al., 2007; Collaud 
Coen et al., 2013; Li et al., 2014; Zhao et al., 2017).  

3.3.2 Iteration of the complex refractive index 

As stated in Sect. 2.1, with a known m, the σsca and σabs can be derived from size distribution 
measurements by assuming the particles are spherical and applying the Mie-theory. How-
ever, if the σsca, σabs, and size distribution are known, the Mie-theory can be applied to derive 
the m. For example, Virkkula et al. (2011) derived the m by an iterative manner. In this 
method, the σsca and σabs were first modelled by assuming an initial value for the m and by 
applying the Eq. 3 and the measured size distribution. The modelled σsca and σabs were then 
compared to their measured equivalents, if they did not match within 1 %, the m was varied. 
The m was iterated in three phases: first, only the real part (n) was varied until the modelled 
and measured σsca matched; then, the complex part (k) was varied until the modelled and 
measured σabs matched; lastly the n was varied again since the changing k had an effect on 
the n (and vice versa). To calculate the Mie-scattering and –absorption, we used the 
MATLAB-scripts by Mätzler (2002). 

3.3.3 Estimation of the primary particle fraction 

Rodríguez and Cuevas (2007) suggested a method to estimate the fraction of primary parti-
cles from the total aerosol number concentration (N) depending on the eBC concentration. 
The method is based on the high correlation between the eBC concentration and primary 
traffic-related particle number concentration (NP). The method estimates the NP from the 
eBC concentration by applying a semi-empirical scaling factor Sp 

 =  ⋅ . (22) 

The SP is derived from the observations of the eBC and N so that the SP is the slope of the 
line that follows the lowest alignment in a N vs. eBC concentration plot. In Paper V, the SP 
was determined as the 0.2, 1, and 5 % values of the N/eBC-relation. The estimated number 
concentration of secondary particles (NS) is then derived by subtracting the NP from the N 

 =  − . (23) 
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4 Results and discussion 

This chapter presents the main findings of Papers I–V. The results are divided in three 
sections: Sect. 4.1 concentrates on the measurements conducted at SMEAR II studying the 
relationships between the AOPs, size distribution, chemical composition, and aerosol 
sources; Sect. 4.2 discusses the spatio-temporal variation in aerosols and presents the ob-
served long-term trends; and lastly Sect. 4.3 discusses the challenges in the absorption meas-
urements. 

4.1 Relationships between the AOPs, size distribution, and chemical 
composition 

The long-term comprehensive measurements of the AOPs, aerosol size distribution and NR-
PM1 chemical composition at SMEAR II provided a good basis for the comparison of these 
parameters. Compared to the size distribution or chemical measurements, the instruments 
that measure the AOPs are quite common due to their reasonable price and their ease of use. 
Studying the relations between the AOPs and other parameters for ambient aerosols can 
help understanding similar behavior in the AOPs at a site that only has optical measurements 
or that lack either size distribution or chemical composition measurements.  

First, Sect. 4.1.1 presents an overview of the AOPs observed at SMEAR II and discusses 
about the uncertainties of the measurements. Then Sect. 4.1.2 studies the relationships be-
tween the AOPs, size distribution, and chemical composition. Section 4.1.3 concludes what 
the different parameters indicate on the sources of the particles. The long-term measure-
ments at SMEAR II were conducted by TSI 3563, AE-31, DMSP, APS, and ACSM. 

4.1.1 Overview on the AOPs at SMEAR II 

AOPs at SMEAR II were already studied by Virkkula et al. (2011), who reported the PM10 
AOPs for a three-year period (2006–2009). Paper I repeated the study at SMEAR II, but 
for a notable longer time series (about 11 and half years), and also presented a shorter period 
(about seven and half years) of PM1 AOPs. Statistics of the PM1 and PM10 AOPs at green 
wavelength (550 nm) are presented in Table 1. Here the values are reported for the period 
when the PM1 and PM10 measurements were run in parallel (June 2010 – December 2017). 

The data of the AOPs at SMEAR II have also been included in two recent studies that com-
bined together AOPs at several stations (Pandolfi et al., 2018; Laj et al., 2020). Compared 
to those studies, the average values of the extensive AOPs fell in to the expected range 
between remote and urban stations, as shown by Laj et al. (2020), who joined together data 
sets of AOPs from tens global GAW stations. According to their analysis, on average, the 
σsca and σabs at SMEAR II were lower than at most of the rural background sites and the σsca 
and σabs were notably higher than at all pristine measurement sites. Compared to other con-
tinental sites, the average σsca and σabs were rather low (Laj et al., 2020). The comparison of 
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intensive AOPs showed that SMEAR II, the ω was about 0.9, which was quite low compared 
to other sites (Laj et al., 2020). This would suggest that the fraction of BC at SMEAR II was 
a higher than at other similar sites. Pandolfi et al. (2018) combined measurements of σsca 
and σbsca at several European measurement sites and they presented comparisons for αsca and 
g (derived from b, Eq. 12). The g at SMEAR II was lower compared to other regional and 
rural sites, which again indicates a relatively higher b. In the comparison of αsca, SMEAR II 
did not stand out as clearly, but it seemed to be slightly above the average αsca observed at 
regional and rural sites. Slightly higher αsca and lower g (higher b) would indicate that the 
size distribution is weighted towards smaller particles than at other sites. 

Like shown by Virkkula et al. (2005), the diurnal variations in the AOPs were rather negli-
gible, but the seasonal variations were notable, which was also observed by Paper I. Sea-
sonally the differences were the largest between winter and summer, whereas the spring and 
autumn were more of transition seasons. The causes for the seasonal variations are studied 
more in the Sect. 4.1.2. The long-term measurements also revealed statistically significant 
trends for the AOPs, which are presented in Sect. 4.2.3.  

Table 1: Median values of the AOPs at SMEAR II (Paper I). The bracketed values are the 25th 
and 75th percentiles. The values are reported at 550 nm, and the wavelength ranges used in 
calculating the αsca and αabs were 450 – 700 nm and 370 – 950 nm, respectively. The σabs-related 
AOPs were determined by using the CC2010 algorithm with Cref = 3.19.  

AOP PM1 PM10 

σsca  
(Mm-1) 

7.1 
[3.6, 14.1] 

9.6  
[5.3, 17.6] 

σbsca 

(Mm-1) 
1.1 

[0.6, 2.0] 
1.4 

[0.8, 2.4] 
σabs 

(Mm-1) 
1.1 

[0.6, 2.0] 
1.2 

[0.7, 2.2] 

ω 0.87  
[0.81, 0.91] 

0.89 
[0.85, 0.92] 

b 0.15  
[0.13, 0.17] 

0.14 
[0.13, 0.16] 

αsca 2.41  
[2.09, 2.66] 

1.92 
[1.57, 2.12] 

αabs 1.03  
[0.80, 1.19] 

0.97 
[0.76, 1.11] 

n 1.487  
[1.456, 1.516] 

1.525 
[1.495, 1.550] 

k 0.021  
[0.014, 0.031] 

0.014 
[0.009, 0.023] 

RFE 
(W m-2) 

- 
-24 

[-27, -20] 
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4.1.1.1 Uncertainties in the σabs measurements at SMEAR II 

As stated in Sect. 3.1, there are large uncertainties related to the σabs measurements. The 
effect of different AE-31 algorithms on the observed AOPs at SMEAR II were studied in 
detail in Paper II, which gives more insight on the uncertainties of the reported AOPs in 
Paper I.  

Paper I reported AOPs that were derived from AE-31 measurements by using the algorithm 
by Collaud Coen et al. (2010) (hereon referred as CC2010). It used Cref = 3.19 that was the 
median value of the relation presented by Eq. 18, where the σATN, which was measured by 
the AE-31 and corrected by CC2010, was compared to the σabs,ref measured by the MAAP. 
Later, Paper II determined the Cref as a fit that resulted to Cref = 2.99 for CC2010. This 
value was about 6 % lower than the one used in Paper I. If Cref = 2.99 was used in Paper 
I, the resulted σabs, ω, αabs, and RFE are presented in Table 2, which is comparable to the 
PM10 results in Table 1. Even though, the resulted σabs for using the Cref = 2.99 was about 8 
% higher than for Cref = 3.19, the difference still fits within the 23 % uncertainty of the AE-
31 measurements (Paper I). For the αabs, ω, and RFE values, the differences were even 
smaller.  

The σabs does not depend on the Cref alone, but also on the correction algorithm used. This 
was tested by deriving the σabs according to the recommendations by the GAW, i.e., by set-
ting the R(ATN) to unity and using Cref = 3.5 (WMO/GAW, 2016). This method is hereon 
referred as WMO2016. The results of applying the WMO2016 for the PM10 AOPs are also 
shown in Table 2. Compared to the σabs given in Table 1, the σabs derived by using the 
WMO2016 method, decreased about 8 %, but still fitting within the uncertainty limits of the 
AE-31. Even the 18 % difference between the median σabs for the WMO2016- and CC2010-
derived data presented in Table 2 fits within the 23 % uncertainty. 

Table 2: Median values of the PM10 AOPs at SMEAR II. The bracketed values are the 25th 
and 75th percentiles. The AOPs that were derived by the WMO2016 (Cref = 3.5) and CC2010 
(Cref = 2.99) algorithms. The values are reported at 550 nm, and the wavelength range used to 
calculate the αabs was 370 – 950 nm. The values were calculated for the same period as the 
values in Table 1. 

AOP 
PM10 

WMO2016 
(Cref = 3.5) 

CC2010 
(Cref = 2.99) 

σabs 

(Mm-1) 
1.1 

[0.6, 2.0] 
1.3 

[0.7, 2.4] 

ω 0.90 
[0.86, 0.93] 

0.88 
[0.84, 0.92] 

αabs 0.97 
[0.82, 1.10] 

0.97 
[0.76, 1.12] 

RFE 
(W m-2) 

-24 
[-27, -20] 

-23 
[-26, -19] 
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Paper I studied the sensitivity of the AOPs on the correction algorithm by determining the 
AOPs for data that was derived by using the algorithm by Arnott et al. (2005) (hereon re-
ferred as A2005). The A2005 was applied in a similar manner to Virkkula et al. (2011) who 
used the Cref and τ values recommended for ambient measurements (Arnott et al., 2005). 
The results, which are presented in Table S2 in Paper I, did not differ at 520 nm, but  the 
mean σabs derived by A2005 at 370 nm and 950 were about 10 % higher and 17 % lower 
than the σabs derived by CC2010. The changes in the wavelength dependency increased the 
average αabs drastically; the mean αabs derived by A2005 (in the 370 – 950 nm range) was 
about 43 % higher than that derived by CC2010. This was significantly over the 28 % un-
certainty that derived for the αabs (Table S3 in Paper I). 

To conclude, deriving the σabs from AE-31 measurements by applying different correction 
algorithms and suggested Cref values did not yield remarkably different σabs or its derivatives 
(ω and RFE) if the high uncertainty of the AE-31 measurements was considered. At least 
this was the case at 550 nm. The effect of different algorithms on the σabs wavelength de-
pendency were significant, which was discussed in Paper II. According to Paper II, the 
αabs determined from CC2010 data actually resulted to the lowest average αabs of the differ-
ent correction algorithms tested for the AE-31, and on the contrary, the αabs derived from 
A2005 resulted to the highest averages. 

4.1.2 Variations in the AOPs, size distribution and chemical composition 

The AOPs, size distribution and chemical composition all had distinctive annual cycles (Pa-
pers I and III). As expected, the seasonal variations in the extensive AOPs followed closely 
the seasonal variation of the different particle mass concentration parameters (NR-PM1, 
PM2.5; Papers I and III). The seasonal variations in the σsca, σbsca, NR-PM1, and PM2.5 were 
bimodal: two local maxima occurred around February and July; and two local minima oc-
curred around April and October. The σabs had a maximum also in February, but the seasonal 
variation in the σabs differed from the other extensive parameters so that it was monomodal 
and the σabs reached its minimum in June. 

Paper I studied the relationships between the PM1 and PM10 AOPs and size distribution. 
The study showed that the size dependent b and αsca increased in summer and decreased in 
winter for both PM10 and PM1 measurements. A closer look in the size distribution data 
showed that the variation was mainly due to shifts in the accumulation mode, which moved 
towards larger sizes in winter and smaller sizes in summer. Even though the coarse mode 
was significantly smaller in winter than during other seasons (i.e., higher fraction of PM1), 
either the PM10 b or αsca were not affected. This would indicate that by measuring only the 
AOPs of PM10, it would be difficult to make conclusions on the coarse mode particles. How-
ever, if also the PM1 AOPs are measured, the differences between the PM1 and PM10 meas-
urements gives more information especially on the scattering properties of the coarse mode. 
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Figure 4: Seasonal variation in the complex refractive index components a) k, b) n, and c) 
chemical composition of PM1 at SMEAR II. In b) also the n values of H2SO4, NH4HSO4, 
NH4NH3 and (NH4)2SO4 are plotted in the figure as an example. The data of the chem-
ical composition was presented in Paper III and the data of the n and k in Paper I. 

The sensitivity ranges of the αsca and b for multimodal size distributions are rather complex 
(Schuster et al., 2006; Virkkula et al., 2011). According to Collaud Coen et al. (2007) the b 
is sensitive to particles smaller than 400 nm in diameter and the sensitivity of the αsca is the 
highest for the size range of 500 – 800 nm. In fact, Paper I showed that in winter, especially 
the concentration of particles in the size range 500 – 800 nm increased compared to other 
seasons. This could explain why the αsca did not show any increase in winter when the coarse 
mode was at its minimum concentration.  

The analysis of the NR-PM1 chemical composition gave insight on the scattering fraction 
of the particles as the absorbing fraction is assumed to be mainly caused by BC. An over-
view of the seasonal variations in the chemical components (NR-PM1 and eBC) is presented 
in Fig. 4c. In general, the organic species were the main component of the NR-PM1 all year 
round and their fraction and absolute amount was the highest in summer, which explained 
the summer peak of σsca (Paper III). Sulfates were the second largest and nitrates the third 
largest factor. The fraction and absolute amount of the inorganic species (sulfates and ni-
trates) increased in winter. The winter peak of the σsca was mainly due to this increase but 
also due to a slight absolute increase in the organic species (Paper III).  
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Figures 4a and b present the iterated real and imaginary parts of the m (see Sect. 3.3.2) for 
the PM1. Both the k and n had unimodal seasonal variations, but their maximum and mini-
mum values occurred inversely. The n had its minimum in winter and maximum in summer, 
for the k the situation was the opposite. To give a standpoint on how the chemical composi-
tion affects the m, Fig. 4b shows the n of sulfuric acid, ammonium bisulfate, and ammonium 
sulfate (H2SO4, n = 1.426; NH4HSO4, n = 1.473; (NH4)2HSO4, n = 1.521; Seinfeld & Pandis, 
2016) as well as that of ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3, n = 1.554; Tang, 1996), of which 
especially ammonium sulfate and ammonium nitrate are abundant in the atmosphere. The n 
of organic aerosol (OA) could not be marked in Fig. 4b since the n varies notably between 
different species and measurement techniques (Moise et al., 2015).  

On average, the iterated n for the ambient aerosol stays below the n for ammonium sulfate 
and ammonium nitrate for the whole year. On average, the n is closest to that of ammonium 
bisulfate and in December the median n is actually close to the n of sulfuric acid. Due to the 
high fraction of OA, which has unknown n, it is complicated to estimate the effect of inor-
ganic species to the n. Also due to the fact that in deriving the m the PM is assumes homo-
geneous (Sect. 3.3.2), a probable reason for the annual variation in the n is actually the 
variation in the measured σabs and ω: in winter the absorbing fraction was relatively higher 
and the scattering fraction was relatively lower. In summer, when the amount of BC (or 
other absorbing material decreases), the n of ambient aerosols increased towards the n of 
ammonium sulfate, ammonium nitrate, and probably also towards the n of OA. 

The variation in the k was easier to interpret since it followed closely the seasonal variation 
in eBC concentration. Even though it is justified to assume that BC is the main absorbing 
substance, it must be kept in mind that the σabs measurements (i.e., eBC measurements) can 
be influenced by several factors, which affect the seasonal variation in σabs and here the 
seasonal variations in k as well. For example, Paper II observed that the Cref at SMEAR II 
varied seasonally so that it reached its maximum in summer and minimum in winter. Since 
the σabs data were retrieved by using a constant Cref, considering the annual variation in Cref 
would amplify the seasonal variation in the σabs and k. The σabs can also be increased by the 
more pronounced lensing effect in summer, which was considered in Paper I. 

4.1.3 Conclusions on the sources of aerosol particles 

Paper I suggested that in winter, the anthropogenic influence was clearly higher compared 
to the summer according to the seasonal variations in the σabs (or eBC), ω, b¸ and αscat. Ac-
cording to the intensive properties, in winter, the fraction of BC was high (low ω) and the 
particle size distribution consisted of larger particles since the accumulation mode had 
shifted towards larger particles (low b and αscat), which could have been due to greater frac-
tion of long-range transport pollution and more aged particles than in summer. The seasonal 
variation in the NR-PM1 chemical composition supported this claim since Paper III re-
ported elevated concentrations of sulfate and nitrate aerosols and their pre-cursor gases (SO2 
and NOx) in winter. These markers are related to fossil fuel combustion. 
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However, the sulfates and nitrates are not tracers for biomass burning, which in southern 
Finland is a significant contribution to local particulate emissions especially during the cold 
period due to domestic wood combustion (Karvosenoja et al., 2011). The elevated eBC lev-
els in winter were partly explained by the regional wood combustion emissions. One marker 
for the wood combustion is the ACSM f60-signal, which indicates levoglucosan-species that 
are formed in cellulose pyrolysis (Alfarra et al., 2007). Paper III reported higher f60-signal 
in winter, which supports the assumption of observed wood combustion aerosol at SMEAR 
II. 

Since the σabs measurements were conducted at multiple wavelengths, using a BC source 
apportionment model, which estimates the fraction of BC from traffic and wood combus-
tion, was possible (Sandradewi et al., 2008; Zotter et al., 2017). The model applies the αabs 
so that purely traffic-related BC is indicated by αabs value of unity and purely wood-com-
bustion related BC is indicated by αabs = 1.6. The observed relative variation in the αabs 
indicated that the fraction of BC from wood combustion increased towards the cold period 
as the αabs is the highest in winter and lowest in summer (Paper I). However, applying the 
source apportionment model at SMEAR II was challenging since the seasonal variation in 
the αabs showed that about a third of the time the αabs was below unity, which would yield 
an unphysical fraction (> 100 %) of BC from traffic (Paper I). The αabs values below unity 
could be explained by the morphology and the coating of the particles (Liu et al., 2018); for 
example, heavy coating on relatively large BC cores results to αabs < 1 (Lack & Cappa, 
2010). The empiric source apportionment model was determined for fairly freshly emitted 
BC (Sandradewi et al., 2008; Zotter et al., 2017). Therefore, the model might not perform 
as well at SMEAR II where there are no local sources and the BC is therefore more aged. 
Also, the use of different correction algorithms has a very large impact on the αabs values as 
already mentioned in Sect. 4.1.1.1 and discussed more in Sect. 4.3. 

For summer, Paper I concluded that the AOPs were affected by SOA, since the σsca in-
creased, the σabs decreased, and the ω, b, and αscat reached their maxima. These factors indi-
cated low contribution of anthropogenic BC and that the accumulation mode shifted towards 
smaller diameters. Shifting accumulation mode towards smaller sizes could be a result of 
SOA formation and growth of smaller particles. Also, Paper III concluded that the concen-
tration of OA in summer increased due to biogenic SOA since also the monoterpene mixing 
ratio, which indicates the activity of the forest vegetation, increased.  

As shown before, the measurements of the AOPs at visible wavelengths and NR-PM1 are 
sensitive to particles that belong in the accumulation and coarse mode (i.e., are mainly larger 
than ~100 nm). Since the AOPs and NR-PM1 depend on the volume (or mass) distribution 
of particles, they do not provide much information of the aerosol number concentration (N), 
which is dominated mainly by particles smaller than 100 nm. The N was examined in more 
detail in Paper V that studied the fraction on primary particles by using the eBC concentra-
tion as an indicator on the primary particle number concentration according to Eqs. 22 and 
23. The study estimated that at SMEAR II only about 5 – 16 %, depending on the method 
used, of the Aitken mode particles were primary in origin. In the accumulation mode, the 
estimated fraction of primary particles was a bit higher, about 11 – 34 %. For the total N, 
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the fraction of primary particles was about 7 – 21 %. The main result of Paper V was that 
overall a majority of the particles observed at SMEAR II were secondary of origin.  

The study did not consider the seasonal variation in the primary or secondary particle frac-
tions in detail. However, according to the method used in Paper V, it is evident that the N 
of secondary particles in summer was higher than in winter based on the lower eBC concen-
tration in summer (Paper IV) and on the fact that the N peaks in summer and is lowest in 
winter (Dal Maso et al., 2008). In winter, the fraction of secondary particles from biogenic 
sources decrease due to the low temperatures and low VOC emissions from vegetation. 
However, the secondary particles are also originating from anthropogenic sources, which 
instead have a greater impact in winter due to increased energy production. 

4.2 Spatio-temporal variation in the aerosol particles 

Sect. 4.1 already touched the temporal variation in AOPs, size distribution, and chemical 
composition at one location, SMEAR II. This section broadens the view to consider also the 
spatial variation of ambient aerosols. The articles included in this study did not include 
measurements of AOPs at various sites and therefore it is not possible to directly study the 
spatial variations in the AOPs. However, the articles treated a wide-ranging datasets of eBC 
and PM2.5 concentrations that extended the analysis of aerosols from a boreal forest envi-
ronment to urban traffic environment and even to a polluted megacity. 

4.2.1 Spatial variation 

The median eBC concentrations in a boreal forest site, urban locations in the HMA, and in 
a megacity are presented in Table 3. The data collected in the HMA was combined according 
to station type: the UB sites (UB1–2); the DH sites (DH1–5); and the two TR site groups, 
which were TR1–4 and TR5–6. Figure 2 in Paper IV shows that the grouping of the sites 
in the HMA worked well for the UB, DH, and TR5–6 sites since the average eBC concen-
tration was rather constant in these environments. However, for the TR1–4 there was more 
variation station by station. 

Table 3: Median eBC concentrations at different sites. The bracketed values are the 25th and 
75th percentiles. Here the data from some of the stations were combined. 

Location Station Station type eBC (μg m-3) 
Boreal forest SMEAR II Rural background 0.18 [0.09, 0.35] 

HMA RB1 Regional background 0.19 [0.09, 0.36] 
 UB1–2 Urban background 0.38 [0.21, 0.65] 
 DH1–5  Detached housing 0.42 [0.23, 0.79] 
 TR1–4  Traffic 0.77 [0.41, 1.43] 
 TR5–6   Traffic 0.57 [0.32, 0.97] 

Megacity SORPES Urban background 2.23 [1.34, 4.02] 
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The results showed that the eBC concentration depended clearly on the proximity of the 
anthropogenic sources. For the sites that located in southern Finland (i.e., all the other sites 
than SORPES), the eBC concentration depended mainly on the station type as expected. The 
lowest concentrations were measured at the background sites, higher concentrations were 
observed at UB and DH sites, and the highest at the TR sites (Paper IV). The median eBC 
concentration at SORPES, an urban background site in a megacity, was even higher than 
the 75th percentile at the TR sites in the HMA (Paper V). Simply put, even the background 
levels of air pollution in a Chinese inland megacity were notably higher than the pollution 
levels in a traffic environment in a seaside city in Southern Finland. In the HMA, the effect 
of the most prominent BC sources, which were traffic and residential wood combustion 
(Helin et al., 2018), were seen in the data. It was surprising that the median concentrations 
of eBC at the UB sites were actually lower than at the DH sites. Even though the UB sites 
were closer to busy traffic lines (but not in proximity), the wood combustion at the DH sites 
seemed to decrease the air quality more than nearby traffic sources at the UB sites.  

In addition to the eBC concentration, Paper IV analyzed also the PM2.5 data. Since eBC 
data originates from σabs, and the σsca and PM2.5 concentration typically correlate well, it can 
be assumed that the eBC and PM2.5 concentration give some insight on the ω. Paper IV 
showed that the eBC/PM2.5 ratio was the highest at the TR sites, somewhat lower at the DH 
sites, and the lowest at the RB sites. It can be concluded that probably the ω was the lowest 
at the TR sites and highest at the RB sites. This would indicate that the increased amount of 
eBC decreases the ω at more polluted sites. However, high ω does not necessarily indicate 
better air quality. For example, at the more polluted SORPES, a rather high median value 
of 0.94 was observed for the ω (Shen et al., 2018).  

4.2.2 Seasonal and diurnal variation 

Paper IV studied the diurnal and seasonal variation in eBC concentrations at different en-
vironments ranging from the rural background site SMEAR II to urban traffic sites in the 
HMA. The results are presented in Fig. 5, which shows well how the dependency of the eBC 
concentration on the meteorological conditions and local anthropogenic sources varied be-
tween different environments.  

The local anthropogenic emissions governed the seasonal and diurnal variation in the eBC 
concentration at the TR and DH sites. At TR1–4, which were completely dominated by 
traffic, the seasonal variation was negligible and the eBC concentrations followed the traffic 
rates. At the DH sites, the domestic wood combustion played an important role by increasing 
the eBC concentrations in the evenings and especially during the cold period and in the 
evenings. At TR5–6, the temporal variation was a combination of those of TR1–4 and DH 
sites. Since the TR5–6 were located closer to the DH areas than other TR sites (Fig. 3). 
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Figure 5: Diurnal variation in the eBC concentration at a) TR1–4, b) TR5–6, c) DH1–5, d) 
UB1, and e) SMEAR II. The variations are presented separately for each weekday for both 
the cold (November – March) and warm (May – September) seasons. Data used in the figure 
is from Paper IV. 

The effect of meteorology became more important when the eBC concentrations were ob-
served at the background sites with less or no local sources. At UB1, the effect of traffic 
was clearly visible, but the dilution during the warm season notably decreased the daytime 
concentrations. At SMEAR II, the meteorology governed the variation in the eBC concen-
tration. In summer, the dilution caused by the summertime boundary layer development 
induced a diurnal cycle so that the eBC concentration decreased during the day and increased 
during the night. In winter, the diurnal variation was more noisy and not as clear as in sum-
mer, due to smaller changes in boundary layer height. In general, the eBC concentration was 
generally higher in winter due to shallower boundary layer (i.e., accumulation of pollutants) 
and long-range transported pollution (Paper I). 

Paper V researched the diurnal variation in particles at SMEAR II and SORPES, but from 
the viewpoint of their number concentration. It studied the number concentration of primary 
and secondary particles in different size modes. In general, Paper V showed that at both of 
the sites at all the times, a majority of the particles were secondary of origin. The highest 
fraction of primary particles were observed in the accumulation mode during the morning 
and afternoon rush hour peaks at SORPES supporting the importance of traffic emissions in 
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reducing air quality. Paper V also showed that even though at SMEAR II there were no 
local anthropogenic sources nearby, forest surrounding the station was an important source 
for nucleation mode particles. The method was originally developed in urban environment 
close to traffic emissions, where the eBC concentration and N generally correlate well. In 
Paper V, however, here the method was applied to background sites where the correlation 
between the eBC and N was not as clear. 

4.2.3 Long-term trends 

The long-term trends were studied for the AOP data from SMEAR II (Paper I) and for the 
air quality data collected at SMEAR II and several sites in the HMA (Paper IV). Here the 
trends from all these different types of sites, ranging from a rural background site to a 
curbside traffic site are combined. The significance and magnitude of the trends were deter-
mined by using the seasonal Mann-Kendall test and Sen’s slope estimator (Sect. 3.3.1). A 
statistical significance level of s < 0.05 was required. Table 4 reports the statistically signif-
icant trends in extensive properties observed in Papers I and IV and Fig. 6 presents their 
time series. Long-term trends were observed at SMEAR II, at one urban background site 
(UB1), and at three traffic sites (TR1–3). Generally, the trends in urban environment follow 
the changes in the local emissions, whereas the trends in background sites depend on the 
changes in the regional emissions and long-transport pollution. 

Table 4: The relative trends in the extensive AOPs, as well as in the eBC and PM2.5 concentra-
tions at various sites. The years included in the trend analysis are also reported. The trends 
fort the extensive AOPs at SMEAR II are reported for the PM10 measurements. 

Station Parameter Trend (% yr-1) Reported in Years 
SMEAR II σsca (PM10) -3.3 Paper I 2006 – 2017  
 σbsca (PM10) -3.2 Paper I 2006 – 2017  
 σabs (PM10) -5.8 Paper I 2006 – 2017  
 eBC -6.3 Paper IV 2006 – 2018 
 PM2.5 -2.6 Paper IV 2006 – 2018 

UB1 eBC -5.7 Paper IV 2012 – 2018  
 PM2.5 -3.9 Paper IV 2012 – 2018  

TR1 eBC -6.5 Paper IV 2011 – 2018  
 PM2.5 -3.7 Paper IV 2011 – 2018  

TR2 eBC -10.6 Paper IV 2012 – 2018  

TR3 eBC -12.2 Paper IV 2010, 2015  
 PM2.5 -5.6 Paper IV 2010, 2015 
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Figure 6: The time series of a) PM2.5 and σsca at SMEAR II, b) PM2.5 at UB1, and c) PM2.5 at 
TR1, TR2, and TR3, and d) eBC and σabs at SMEAR II, e) eBC at UB1, and f) eBC at TR1, 
TR2, and TR3. The time series of the AOPs were preseted in Paper I, and the time series of 
the eBC and PM2.5 concentrations were presented in Paper IV. 

At all the sites, which reported statistically significant trends in both PM2.5 and eBC 
(SMEAR II, UB1, TR1, and TR3), the eBC concentration decreased at a faster rate than the 
PM2.5 concentration, which indicated that especially the PM originating from combustion 
has decreased. Paper IV conducted the trend analysis for the NOx concentration as well and 
observed that the NOx concentration decreased at a rather similar relative rate as the eBC 
concentration. Since NOx is mainly emitted from traffic, the results suggested that the de-
creased PM, especially in urban environment, was due to decreased traffic emissions. The 
eBC and NOx concentrations decreased relatively the fastest during the morning rush hour 
peak, supporting the assumption of decreased traffic emissions (Paper IV).  

Part of the decrease in the eBC concentration could have been due to changes in wood com-
bustion emissions. However, Anttila (2020) reported no widespread decrease in Finland for 
the PAH (polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons) concentrations that would indicate a decrease 
in biomass burning (Shen et al., 2013). Since the biomass burning has not been regulated in 
a similar manner as traffic, energy, or industrial emissions (e.g., EU, 2008), it is no surprise 
that biomass burning emissions did not show a decreasing trend (Anttila, 2020). The resi-
dential wood combustion has notable contribution to the regional PM concentration 
(Savolahti et al., 2016; Vicente & Alves, 2018; Cincinelli et al., 2019), especially in Finland 
and other Nordic countries (Savolahti et al., 2016; Kukkonen et al., 2020). Due to the ad-
verse health effects of wood combustion emissions (Hime et al., 2018; Daellenbach et al., 
2020), policies or regulations considering the biomass burning should also be recalled 
(Cincinelli et al., 2019). 
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The amount of PM did not only decrease due to the changes in traffic emissions but also 
due to a more general decrease in the background concentrations as observed at SMEAR II. 
Paper I reported that in addition to the decrease in the aerosol amount, also an increasing 
trend in the ω and b were observed, which indicated that the particles were more efficient 
scatterers and smaller in size than before. A closer study revealed that especially the number 
of particles in the larger side of the accumulation mode had decreased, which would indicate 
that on average SMEAR II was influenced less by aged and grown particles, i.e., long-range 
transported PM. This suggests that especially long-range transported pollution has de-
creased at SMEAR II.  

Several recent long-term trend studies on the AOPs and eBC concentration at different en-
vironments reported similar observations elsewhere than in Finland (Collaud Coen et al., 
2013; Li et al., 2014; Lihavainen et al., 2015; Sherman et al., 2015; Font & Fuller, 2016; 
Krecl et al., 2017; Kutzner et al., 2018; Pandolfi et al., 2018; Singh et al., 2018; Collaud 
Coen et al., 2020; Laj et al., 2020; Sun et al., 2020). These studies have observed decreasing 
trends in the extensive AOPs and eBC concentration at various environments. In the urban 
areas, the decreases in the eBC concentration were also connected to traffic emission regu-
lations (Font & Fuller, 2016; Krecl et al., 2017; Kutzner et al., 2018; Singh et al., 2018). 
The trends observed for the intensive AOPs varied more but at a majority of the sites, the ω 
and b increased (Collaud Coen et al., 2020; Laj et al., 2020). 

From the viewpoint of air quality in general, decrease in the traffic emissions is good news 
since especially the emissions from traffic are considered to be harmful to health 
(Krzyżanowski et al., 2005). The observed trends showed that the air quality did not improve 
only in urban traffic environments, but also in the rural areas. Even though the PM concen-
trations in the Finnish countryside do not come close to the air quality limits, decreasing the 
PM also in the areas with low concentrations has a positive effect on the population health 
(Fischer et al., 2015; Di et al., 2017; Christidis et al., 2019).  

To make conclusions how the direct effect of PM on the climate evolved, we need to study 
the trends in the AOPs. Paper I reported increasing trend for the ω as well as for the size 
dependent b, which indicated that the particles absorbed relatively less light and scattered 
relatively more light to the backward direction than before. The combined effect of the pos-
itive trends in the ω and b lead to a decrease in the RFE (see Eq. 13; Paper I), which means 
that the particles observed at SMEAR II cooled the climate more efficiently than before.  

If the PM2.5 concentration is assumed to represent the scattering fraction of particles, the 
relatively faster decrease in the eBC concentration observed at various sites (Paper IV) 
would suggest that the absorbing fraction of PM decreased relatively faster than the scatter-
ing fraction (i.e., the ω increased) also at the HMA sites. According to the parallel measure-
ments of the PM2.5 and σsca at SMEAR II, assuming a correlation between the PM2.5 and σsca 
seems valid since the monthly median values of these parameters showed a good agreement 
(Fig. 6a); the eBC obviously represents the absorption, as it was derived from the σabs. It is 
not possible to draw conclusions on the size dependent parameter b in the HMA based on 
the PM2.5 and eBC measurements. However, according to Paper I, the RFE is more sensitive 
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to changes in the ω than in the b. Therefore, it is likely, that the RFE did not decrease only 
at the rural SMEAR II, but also in urban environments in the HMA.  

In order to mitigate climate warming and to improve air quality, decreasing the anthropo-
genic greenhouse gas and BC emissions also reduce the emissions of the co-emitted PM and 
pre-cursor gases that have a cooling effect on the climate (e.g., sulfates). Therefore, even if 
the PM cools the climate more efficiently, the reduction in the total amount of aerosol can 
actually decrease the RF related to the direct effect of aerosols on climate (Baker et al., 
2015). 

It must be noted that especially in Paper IV, the lengths of the data sets at the urban sites 
were rather short. In aerosol studies, long-term trend analysis should be conducted prefera-
bly for at least ten-year-long time series (e.g., Collaud Coen et al., 2020) since also the year-
to-year variability due to meteorological conditions may induce a trend in aerosol concen-
trations. However, also shorter time series can yield realistic trends if the signal is strong 
enough and the changes in meteorological conditions are considered. For example, efficient 
renewal of the local bus fleet or banning a street from private vehicles can be seen in the 
local air quality data almost immediately (Titos et al., 2015), whereas observing a decreas-
ing signal in a background site needs much longer period of measurements. Since the shorter 
time series can show a rapid change in the pollutant concentrations, they should not be au-
tomatically excluded from the trend analysis.  

4.3 Effect of algorithms on the filter-based absorption measurements 

Paper II utilized the comprehensive σabs measurements that were conducted for ambient 
data at SMEAR II during 2013 –2015 simultaneously with AE-31, PSAP, and MAAP. In 
addition to the instrument comparison, Paper II also compared the various correction algo-
rithms, which are used to retrieve the σabs from the PSAP and AE-31 measurements. Com-
parison between the MAAP, which was used as the reference instrument, and AE-31 meas-
urements yielded suggestions for the Cref values that are suitable for a boreal forest environ-
ment.  

The motivation to determine the Cref values at SMEAR II was that the Cref has been observed 
to vary between different sites (Collaud Coen et al., 2010; Backman et al., 2017), Paper II 
suggested new Cref values that could be used in a boreal forest environment for deriving the 
σabs from AE-31 measurements. The resulted Cref values for wavelength 637 nm were 3.00, 
3.13, 3.14, and 2.99 for the algorithms suggested by Weingartner et al. (2003), Arnott et al. 
(2005), Virkkula et al. (2007), and Collaud Coen et al. (2010), respectively. For data that 
was not corrected for filter loading error, the suggested Cref value was 2.77, which is notably 
lower than 3.5 that was suggested by the GAW for the not-corrected AE-31 data 
(WMO/GAW, 2016). 

The Cref at SMEAR II, however, was not constant since it varied seasonally so that it in-
creased in summer and decreased in winter. Paper II discussed that possibly the seasonal 
variations in the aerosol size or scattering properties could have been one explanation for 
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the varying Cref. For example, the increasing b would suggest that the particles scatter light 
more efficiently in different directions (i.e., increase the optical depth), and that the smaller 
particles could penetrate deeper in the filter material (i.e., deeper in the absorption of the 
multiply scattered light increases) (Moteki et al., 2010). Increased ω, which would indicate 
that the embedded particles scatter light more efficiently,, could add up to the multiple scat-
tering by the filter fibers. Another explanation was probably the variation in the instrumental 
relative humidity (RH) that could affect the filter properties or the penetration depth of the 
particles in the filter, which would further affect the Cref (Paper II). 

Paper II showed that after applying the newly derived Cref values, the AE-31 and MAAP 
data agreed well. For hourly averaged data, the slopes of the linear regression were close to 
unity and the correlation coefficients were high, about 0.98. However, the AE-31 data that 
was derived with the algorithms suggested by Arnott et al. (2005) and Collaud Coen et al. 
(2010) slightly underestimated the σabs since reducing the fraction of the particulate scatter-
ing, which these algorithms take into account, was not considered in deriving the Cref. Also, 
the σabs derived from PSAP by using the algorithm suggested by Bond et al. (1999) and 
Ogren (2010) agreed well with the MAAP data and slope of the linear regression was 1.07 
and the correlation coefficient 0.99. The PSAP data corrected with algorithm by Virkkula 
(2010) overestimated the σabs more and the slope of the linear regression was 1.27, but the 
correlation coefficient with MAAP was high (0.97). 

The most notable difference between the algorithms and instruments was related to the αabs. 
The lowest αabs values originated from the AE-31 data that were corrected by the algorithm 
suggested by Collaud Coen et al., (2010) (hereon CC2010) resulting to a median αabs = 0.93. 
The highest values originated from PSAP data that were corrected by the algorithm sug-
gested by Virkkula et al. (2010) (hereon V2010) and it resulted to a median αabs = 1.54 
(Paper II). Results were in line with study by Backman et al. (2014), who observed a high 
αabs for the V2010-derived PSAP data, and with a study by Saturno et al. (2017), who ob-
served a low αabs for non-corrected and CC2010-derived AE-31 data. According to an algo-
rithm comparison by Saturno et al. (2017), the best agreement of the αabs derived from AE-
31 data with a reference instrument was found for data that was not corrected or that was 
corrected by CC2010. 

When reporting the σabs or eBC concentration it is important to describe the used instru-
ments, algorithms, and constants. If the σabs or its derivatives are applied in a study, it is also 
a good practice to test the sensitivity of the results to different correction algorithms. This 
was done, for example, in Sect. 4.1.1.1, where the effects of different algorithms and the 
Cref values on the σabs at SMEAR II were studied. Another example is the sensitivity study 
in Paper V, where the fraction of primary particles were determined with the eBC data and 
the effect by using different correction algorithms were tested. The results shown in Paper 
IV underlined the sensitivity of the αabs for different correction algorithms. Therefore, espe-
cially studies that apply the αabs data, such as the ones using the BC source apportionment 
model (Sandradewi et al., 2008), should consider testing the sensitivity of their results by 
running the data analysis with different correction algorithms.  
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5 Review of papers and the author’s contribution 

Paper I gives a comprehensive view on the AOPs observed at SMEAR II over a ten-year-
long measurement period. The AOPs had clear seasonal cycles, so that in summer, the aer-
osol particles were more efficient scatterers and the aerosol population consisted of smaller 
particles than in winter. Analysis of the long-term trends showed decreasing trends in the 
σsca, σbsca, and σabs. The trends in the ω, b, αsca, and size distribution revealed that the aerosol 
particles were absorbing relatively less light than before and that the weight of the size dis-
tribution had moved towards smaller particles especially in the accumulation mode. The 
trends induced a change in the RFE, so that the particles were cooling the atmosphere more 
efficiently. For this paper, I did the majority of the data analysis and writing.  

Paper II studies the challenges related to the filter-based σabs measurements. The study per-
forms a comparison between three absorption photometers (AE-31, PSAP, and MAAP) and 
several correction algorithms. The study is based on ambient measurements conducted at 
SMEAR II. The results showed a good correlation between the instruments after determin-
ing suitable Cref values for the AE-31. A comparison of the αabs for the different correction 
algorithms of the PSAP and AE-31 data revealed that the αabs values depended significantly 
on the algorithms and instruments. For this paper, I performed the majority of the data anal-
ysis and writing. 

Paper III reports the annual and year-to-year variation in the NR-PM1 chemical composi-
tion at SMEAR II based on seven years of measurements. The study observed highest NR-
PM1 concentrations in winter and summer. The wintertime peak was associated with inor-
ganic species and the summertime peak was mainly due to SOA that originated from bio-
genic sources. Apart from data analysis, the study utilized eBC data in an instrumental cor-
rection algorithms. Here, I provided the eBC data and contributed in the writing by com-
menting and editing the manuscript and by writing about the eBC measurements. 

Paper IV presents the eBC, NOx, and PM2.5 concentrations at various environments in 
southern Finland and especially in the HMA. The study shows how eBC concentration var-
ied both spatially and temporally depending on the local anthropogenic activities that were 
traffic and residential wood combustion. The long-term trends in eBC, NOx, and PM2.5 were 
statistically decreasing and more detailed analysis showed that the decreasing concentra-
tions were most probably due to a decrease in the local traffic emissions. For this article, I 
performed the majority of the data analysis and writing. 

Paper V investigates the fraction of primary and secondary particles in different aerosol 
size modes by using eBC concentration as a tracer for the primary particle number concen-
tration. The study was applied the measurements at two sites, SMEAR II and SORPES, 
which represented very different environments. The results showed that the majority of the 
particles in all size modes were secondary in origin. The highest fraction of primary particles 
were observed at SORPES for accumulation mode, for which about 50 % of the particles 
were primary according to our analysis. For this paper, I performed the majority of the data 
analysis and gave comments to the manuscript. 
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6 Summary, conclusions, and future outlook 

This thesis presented results of aerosol optical properties (AOPs) and equivalent black car-
bon (eBC) measurements at various environments. The focus was on the rural boreal forest 
site, SMEAR II, which was a common factor for all the papers included in the thesis. The 
thesis also presented observations from several urban measurement sites located in the Hel-
sinki metropolitan area (HMA) and in Nanjing, a megacity in China.  

The results showed that at SMEAR II, the PM had a strong bimodal seasonal variation and 
the extensive AOPs peaked in winter and summer (Paper I). While the scattering coefficient 
(σsca) peaked both in winter and in summer, the absorption coefficient (σabs) peaked only in 
winter. The backscatter fraction (b) and scattering Ångström exponent (αsca) also showed a 
clear seasonal variability, reaching the lowest values in winter and indicating that the parti-
cle size distribution had more weight on the larger particles. Larger particles, and higher σabs 
in winter suggested that the particles originated from anthropogenic combustion sources. 
Again, in summer, high values of σsca, αsca, and b, but low σabs values indicated that the 
particle population consisted of smaller, secondary aerosol particles that were probably bi-
ogenic in origin. Analysis of size distribution measurements showed that especially the 
shifting of accumulation mode had an effect on the AOPs (Paper I). Chemical analysis of 
the non-refractory PM1 supported the assumptions and showed that tracers of anthropogenic 
sources dominated in winter and that the amount of secondary organic aerosol increased in 
summer (Papers III and V). 

The thesis investigated the concentration of optically measured equivalent black carbon 
(eBC), which originates as a by-product of incomplete combustion. The thesis studied the 
eBC concentrations at the rural background site SMEAR II, at several urban sites in the 
HMA, and at an urban background site in Nanjing. Compared to the rural boreal environ-
ment, which was mainly affected by regional and long-range transported pollution, the ef-
fects of anthropogenic sources, such as traffic and residential wood combustion, were 
clearly seen in the urban areas (Papers IV and V).  

Decreasing trends in aerosol concentration were observed in several different types of envi-
ronments in southern Finland (Papers I and IV). According to the trend analysis especially 
the amount of absorbing aerosol (i.e., black carbon, BC) had decreased. Unfortunately, the 
length of the chemical composition time series at SMEAR II were yet not long enough for 
a trend analysis, which would have given information about the trends in different scattering 
components. 

The observed decrease in the amount of aerosol at SMEAR II was linked to a decrease in 
long-range transported pollution (Paper I) and the decreases observed in the HMA were 
connected to changes in local traffic emissions (Paper IV). This thesis could not study 
whether there were changes in the residential wood combustion emissions. However, ac-
cording to other studies decreases in the wood combustion emissions were not observed as 
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they have not been regulated like other pollution sources (Anttila, 2020) even though resi-
dential wood combustion is the most significant source for BC in Finland (Rautalahti & 
Kupiainen, 2016). 

From the viewpoint of climate, the relatively faster decrease of eBC compared to other 
chemical components had a positive effect on the climate since then the particles scattered 
light more efficiently. The radiative forcing efficiency of the ambient aerosol particles be-
came more negative, meaning that the particles cooled down the climate more efficiently 
(Paper I). However, the direct effect of aerosols on the radiative forcing may still have 
decreased, as also the amount of scattering aerosols had decreased.  

Apart from the climate effects, the decreasing aerosol concentration also affected the air 
quality. The study showed that the concentration of eBC decreased relatively faster than that 
of PM2.5 suggesting that the improvements in the air quality were especially due to decreased 
traffic emissions (Paper IV). From the viewpoint of air quality, the decreases in the com-
bustion related eBC concentrations and traffic emissions were welcoming news since espe-
cially the combustion and traffic related particulate matter has adverse health effects. Air 
quality did not improve at urban areas only, but also in the background sites.  

The thesis also discussed about the challenges related to the measurements of the σabs and 
eBC, which are typically determined by filter based instruments. This study presented sug-
gestions for correction factors, which could be used with different correction algorithms, 
that could be applicable at a boreal forest environment (Paper II). The effect of different 
instruments and data retrieval algorithms to the AOPs were also studied. The results showed 
that especially the αsca, which is commonly used in the BC source apportionment, differs 
notably between the different instruments and correction algorithms (Paper II).  

For future reference, the measurements of the eBC concentration would be further improved 
by studying of the relationship between the eBC and EC and deriving a suitable MAC value 
at SMEAR II for a boreal environment. In addition, the relationship between the eBC and 
EC would also provide information on the absorption enhancement effect, which is caused 
by the coating the BC particles and has a warming effect on the climate (Peng et al., 2016; 
Liu et al., 2017).  

Another measurement improvement related to determining the climate effects of aerosols, 
would be to measure the AOPs in moist air at SMEAR II. Typically, as was also done in 
this thesis, the measurements of the AOPs are conducted for dried aerosols (RH < 40 %; 
WMO/GAW, 2016), which does not necessarily represent ambient aerosols as the ambient 
RH can be anything between 10 – 100 %. Since the σsca depends on the RH (Zieger et al., 
2015), additional measurements of the σsca RH dependency would be valuable for determin-
ing the direct effect of aerosols on climate.  

Overall, measurements the AOPs are rather straightforward, cheap, and easy to operate since 
the instruments are robust and do not require much manual labor from the operator. Still the 
measurements of scattering, backscattering and absorption coefficients, which can be ob-
tained with just two instruments, can provide a good general view on the aerosol properties 
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and not just on the optical quantities. Good quality AOP data can indicate the source, chem-
ical composition, and size distribution of the particles.  

Comprehensive and long-term in-situ measurements of the environment are crucial in order 
to understand better the complex processes, feedback cycles, and the impact of humans in 
the Earth system (Kulmala, 2018). Atmospheric aerosols are just one part of the complex 
system, but still they have an important role in the Earth’s climate. Measurements of the 
aerosol properties and spatio-temporal variation are used to observe, to model, and to predict 
the changes happening now and in the future. The observations and predictions based on 
scientific research are needed in order to set policies and regulations that improve the air 
quality and mitigate global warming. 
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